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q-LEGENDRE TRANSFORMATION: PARTITION
FUNCTIONS AND QUANTIZATION
OF THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT
ARTUR E. RUUGE AND FREDDY VAN OYSTAEYEN
Abstract. In this paper we construct a q-analogue of the Legendre transforma-
tion, where q is a matrix of formal variables defining the phase space braidings be-
tween the coordinates and momenta (the extensive and intensive thermodynamic
observables). Our approach is based on an analogy between the semiclassical wave
functions in quantum mechanics and the quasithermodynamic partition functions
in statistical physics. The basic idea is to go from the q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation
in mechanics to the q-Legendre transformation in thermodynamics. It is shown,
that this requires a non-commutative analogue of the Planck-Boltzmann constants
(~ and kB) to be introduced back into the classical formulae. Being applied to
statistical physics, this naturally leads to an idea to go further and to replace
the Boltzmann constant with an infinite collection of generators of the so-called
epoche´ (bracketing) algebra. The latter is an infinite dimensional noncommuta-
tive algebra recently introduced in our previous work, which can be perceived as
an infinite sequence of “deformations of deformations” of the Weyl algebra. The
generators mentioned are naturally indexed by planar binary leaf-labelled trees in
such a way, that the trees with a single leaf correspond to the observables of the
limiting thermodynamic system.
I. Introduction
The Legendre transformation plays a rather fundamental role in mathematical
physics. One can immediately think of two examples: phenomenological thermody-
namics and classical mechanics. The free energy F and the internal energy E of a
thermodynamic system are related to each other in the same way as the Lagrangian
L and the Hamiltonian H of a mechanical system. At this level, the Legendre trans-
formation is just a convenient concept that connects different pictures of description
of a physical system.
Much more important is that the Legendre transformation is associated to the
transition from quantum statistical physics to the classical limit. It emerges both
in the semiclassical approximation of quantum mechanics, as well as in the qua-
sithermodynamic approximation of statistical physics. In the first case, one needs
to consider the (additive) asympotics of the wave functions of the coordinate and
momentum representations corresponding to ~ → 0, and in the second case one
needs to consider the (multiplicative) asymptotics of the partition functions of the
canonical and microcanonical ensembles corresponding to kB → 0. There is an anal-
ogy between these two limits corresponding to a similarity between fast oscillating
wave functions and rapidly decaying partition functions.
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The original motivation of this paper was to study a q-deformation of the Legendre
transformation (where q is a matrix of formal variables) from the perspective of these
limit transitions. It turns out, that the consequences of these investigations seem
to go much deeper than one would expect and indicate a necessity to replace the
fundamental constants ~ and kB with infinite collections of quantities {~Γ}Γ and
{(kB)Γ}Γ, respectively. These collections correspond to the generators of the epoche´
algebra introduced in [1], and are structured in a slightly more complicated way
than infinite dimensional matrices (the Heisenberg’s quantization). The index Γ
varies over a set of finite leaf-labelled planar binary trees of different sizes, while the
labelling set is just the set of symbols corresponding to the degrees of freedom of
the limiting physical system. We start with describing the four examples mentioned
in a little more detail.
Example 1. If F = F (T, V ) is the free energy of a 2-dimensional thermodynamic
system at absolute temperature T and macroscopic volume V , then the correspond-
ing entropy S is given by S = −(∂F/∂T )V , and the corresponding pressure is given
by p = −(∂F/∂V )T . Taking the Legendre transformation of F (T, V ) with respect to
T yields the internal energy E of the system in terms of S and V , E = E(S, V ), and
the Legendre transformation with respect to V defines the Gibbs potential G(T, p).
The restriction of the 1-form
α := TdS − pdV
to the submanifold of the equilibrium states Λ ⊂ R4(S, V ;T, p) is exact: α|Λ = dE|Λ,
since (TdS)|Λ = δQ (the infinitesimal amount of heat absorbed by the system) and
(pdV )|Λ = δA (the infinitesimal work produced by the system) add up according to
the law of the conservation of energy to dE|Λ = δQ− δA.
Example 2. This basic example of the Legendre transformation stems from clas-
sical mechanics. If L = L(x, v) is the Lagrangian of a system with d degrees of
freedom described by coordinates x ∈ Rd and the associated velocities v ∈ Rd,
then one may consider the momenta pi = ∂L(x, v)/∂vi, i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Assuming
that this implicitly defines v = v˜(x, p), p = (p1, p2, . . . , pd), one can switch to the
Hamiltonian formalism via the Legendre transformation
H(x, p) = (pv − L(x, v))|v=v˜(x,p),
where pv :=
∑d
i=1 pivi. Introducing fi := ∂L(x, v)/∂xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , d, one may
interpret the states of the system as a 2d-dimensional (Lagrangian) submanifold
Λ# ⊂ R4d(p, x; v, f), f = (f1, f2, . . . , fd), such that the restriction of the 1-form
ε :=
d∑
i=1
(vidpi − fidxi)
to Λ# is exact, the conservation of energy being nothing else but ε|Λ# = dH|Λ#.
The Legendre transformation becomes conceptually more important if one takes
a step from classical mechanics to quantum mechanics and from the phenomeno-
logical thermodynamics to the statistical physics of equilibrium states. It is quite
remarkable that these two steps are associated with a pair of fundamental physical
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constants
~ = 1.05× 10−27erg s,
kB = 1.38× 10−16erg K−1,
the Planck’s constant ~ and the Boltzmann constant kB. Naively, ~ corresponds
to the quantization of the spectra of “physical properties”, and kB corresponds to
the quantization of the “chemical substance” itself. Let us consider the transition
from quantum mechanics to classical mechanics. This is equivalent to pretending
that ~→ 0 (in fact, this will be a dimensionless combination of ~ and some scaling
parameters defining the natural units of measurement in the experimental set-up).
To avoid a confusion in what follows, one may wish to denote the physical values of
~ and kB mentioned above as ~
phys and kphysB .
Example 3. Suppose the Schro¨dinger equation for a given physical system is of
the shape
i~
∂ψt
~
(x)
∂t
= H
(
2
x,−i~
1
∂
∂x
)
ψt
~
(x),
where x ∈ Rd are the classical coordinates, t ∈ R is classical time, ψt
~
(x) ∈ L2(Rd)
is the wave-function, H(x, p) is (for simplicity) a polynomial in x and p ∈ Rd (the
classical momenta), and the indices atop denote the order of action. If we switch
the representation of the algebra of observables to an isomorphic one by taking the
~-Fourier transform, ψ˜t
~
(p) = (2pi~)−d/2
∫
dx exp(−ipx/~)ψt
~
(x), then the shape of
the Schro¨dinger equation is just as good:
i~
∂ψ˜t
~
(p)
∂t
= H
(
i~
2
∂
∂p
,
1
p
)
ψ˜t
~
(p).
Suppose ψt
~
(x) is described for some t ∈ [0, T ] by an additive asymptotics ψt
~
(x) =
ϕt(x) exp(iSt(x)/~)/
√
J t(x) + O(~), where ~ → 0, St(x) is a real-valued smooth
function in x and t, ϕt ∈ C∞0 (Rd), for each t ∈ [0, T ], and J t(x) = | detStxx(x)| 6=
0, for t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ suppϕt, where Stxx(x) := ‖∂2St(x)/∂xi∂xj‖di,j=1 is the
Hess matrix of St(x). Then ψ˜t
~
(p) = ϕ˜t(p) exp(iS˜t(p)/~)/
√
J˜ t(p) + O(~), where
the functions S˜t(p), J˜ t(p), and ϕ˜t(p) are smooth and can be computed using the
stationary phase method,
1
(2pi~)d/2
∫
dx exp
(
− ipx
~
+
iSt(x)
~
) ϕt(x)√
J t(x)
= exp
( iS˜t(p)
~
) ϕ˜t(p)√
J˜ t(p)
+O(~),
where O(~) are the terms of the formal asymptotic expansion in ~ → 0 of order
> 1, J˜ t(p) = | det S˜tpp|, S˜tpp := ‖∂2S˜t(p)/∂pi∂pj‖di,j=1, the radical sign denotes the
principal square root. The function S˜t(p) is just the Legendre transformation of
St(x),
S˜t(p) = (−px+ St(x))|x=x˜t(p),
where x = x˜t(p) is the solution of p = ∂S
t(x)
∂x
with respect to x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd)
if p = (p1, p2, . . . , pd) is perceived as a parameter. To link the functions ϕ
t(x) and
ϕ˜t(p), it is convenient to consider the graph Λt := {(x, p)|p = ∂St(x)/∂x} ⊂ Rdx×Rdp,
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or, what is the same, Λt = {(x, p)|x = −∂S˜t(p)/∂p} ⊂ Rdx × Rdp, and then lift the
both functions to Λt with respect to the canonical projections pix : R
d
x × Rdp → Rdx
and pip : R
d
x × Rdp → Rdp, respectively. Denoting the result corresponding to ϕt as
χt ∈ C∞0 (Λt), and the result corresponding to ϕ˜t as χ˜t ∈ C∞(Λt), one can check
using the explicit formulae of the stationary phase method, that χt and χ˜t coincide
on U t := (pix|Λt)−1(suppϕt) up to a phase factor. More precisely,
χt|U t = exp
( ipi
4
M
)
χ˜t|U t ,
where M ∈ Z. Computing this integer is actually quite important, since it leads to
the discovery of theMaslov index. Up to this point, we have the third example of the
Legendre transformation stemming from the semiclassical limit ~ → 0 of quantum
mechanics. Informally, the Legendre transformation shows up as a fast oscillating
limit of the Fourier transform. It is interesting to mention that it can be perceived as
an idempotent analogue of the Fourier transform in the framework of “idempotent”
functional analysis and “tropical” algebraic geometry [2] if one replaces the usual
integrals
∫
with the idempotent integrals
∫
⊕
.
Example 4. Finally, let us consider the fourth example of the Legendre trans-
formation. In analogy with the semiclassical approximation of quantum mechanics
where one deals with ~→ 0, the transition from the statistical physics of equilibrium
states can be formally understood as a limit kB → 0. Indeed, consider a system
placed in a thermostat. Its equilibrium state is described by the partition function
ZE∗(β) :=
∑
m
exp
(
− 1
kB
βEm
)
,
where m is the index of a microscopic state, Em is the corresponding energy,
E∗ := (Em)m, the sum is taken over all microscopic states, and β = 1/T is the
inverse temperature of the thermostat in the absolute thermodynamic scale. In the
thermodynamic limit (i.e. the macroscopic volume V → ∞, while the value of the
density of mass ρ > 0 is a fixed positive constant), for every fixed β = 1/T , we have
lnZE∗(β) = O(N), where N → ∞ is the number of corpuscles in the system. If we
choose a unit of measurement ε0 of the specific energy, then there is a small param-
eter k′ := kBT/(Nε0) (see [3, 4, 5]). It can be expressed as k
′ = kBTm0/(V ρε0),
where m0 is the corpuscular mass. Since the parameters m0, ε0, T , and ρ are fixed
under the limit transition, essentially one deals with kB/V . Therefore, kB → 0, V –
fixed, is “the same thing” as kB – fixed, V →∞. The thermodynamic limit k′ → 0
is formally equivalent kB → 0. Now, assuming the spectrum of energies is bounded
from below and satisfies min({Em}m)→ 0 as kB → 0, we have:
ZE∗(β) =
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− 1
kB
βE
)
WkB(E, V )dE ·
{
1 + o(kB)
}
,
for some density WkB(E, V ) of the measure of integration over dE, the param-
eter V is the macroscopic volume of the system. In the equilibrium statistical
physics, the quantity FE∗(T ) := −kBβ−1lnZE∗(β), β = 1/T , (termed the free
energy of the canonical Gibbs ensemble at temperature T = β−1) has a non-
vanishing limit as kB → 0, FE∗(T ) = F (T, V ){1+ o(kB)}. To ensure this, one takes
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WkB(E, V ) = (A(E, V )/
√
2pikB) exp(S(E, V )/kB){1+o(kB)}, for some A(E, V ) and
S(E, V ). Then, the saddlepoint method yields:
1√
2pikB
∫ ∞
0
dE exp
(
− 1
kB
βE +
1
kB
S(E, V )
)
A(E, V ) =
=
A(E, V )√−∂2S(E, V )/∂E2
∣∣∣∣
E=E˜(β,V )
exp
(
− 1
kB
Ψ(β, V )
)
· {1 +O(kB)}, (1)
where E = E˜(β, V ) is the solution of equation β = ∂S(E, V )/∂E with respect to
E (perceiving β and V as parameters), and the function Ψ(β, V ) is the Legendre
transformation of S(E, V ) in the variable E,
Ψ(β, V ) = (βE − S(E, V ))|E=E˜(β,V ).
Since the leading term in the right-hand side of the previous equation (1) must
be just exp(−βF (β−1, V )/kB), one concludes, that Ψ(β, V ) = βF (β−1, V ), and
A(E, V ) = −∂2S(E, V )/∂E2. One has the fourth example of the Legendre trans-
formation.
Recall, that the transition kB → 0 from the equilibrium statistical physics to
the phenomenological thermodynamics is understood by identifying S(E, V ) with
the entropy of the limiting thermodynamic system at the equilibrium state corre-
sponding to the internal energy E and the macroscopic volume V . Since on the
(Lagrangian) submanifold Λ ⊂ R4(S, V ;T, p) of the equilibrium states we have
dS|Λ = ((1/T )dE + (p/T )dV )|Λ, where p is the macroscopic pressure, and T is
the absolute temperature, an elementary computation yields:
−∂
2S(E, V )
∂E2
= −
( ∂
∂E
1
T
)
V
=
1
T 2
(∂T
∂E
)
V
=
1
T 2
(
∂E
∂T
)
V
=
1
T 2cV (T, V )
,
where cV (T, V ) is the isohoric heat capacity. The assumption that we actually
need to be able to apply the saddlepoint method −∂2S(E, V )/∂E2 > 0 reduces
to cV (T, V ) > 0, which is one of the two conditions (along with (∂p/∂V )T < 0)
of stability of the equilibrium state (T, V ) with respect to quasithermodynamic
fluctuations.
Now let us turn to the possibility of defining a q-generalization of the Legendre
transformation having the context of the four examples described above. Let q =
‖qi,j‖2si,j=1 be a 2s× 2s matrix of formal variables qi,j satisfying
qi,i = 1, qi,jqj,i = 1, (2)
where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2s. Consider (over the basefield K) an algebra Aq defined by
2s generators ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2s and relations
ξiξj = qj,iξjξi, (3)
where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2s (the quantum affine space). This algebra is Z-graded,
Aq =
⊕
n∈ZAnq , where Anq is formed by degree n homogeneous polynomials, if n > 0,
and we put Anq in case n < 0. Let Âq be the completion of Aq with respect to the
canonical increasing filtration F •Aq associated to this grading, FNAq :=
⊕
n6N Anq .
If we think about the first s generators ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξs as momenta (and redenote
them as ξ1 = p1, ξ2 = p2, . . . , ξs = ps), and the other s generators ξs+1, ξs+2, . . . , ξ2s
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as coordinates (and redenote them as ξs+1 = x1, ξs+2 = x2, . . . , ξ2s = xs), can we
define an analogue of the Legendre transformation? The first two examples above
imply, that one could think of this analogue as a map Lq : Âq → Âq. On the other
hand, the third and the fourth examples are slightly of different nature: there is an
extra parameter introduced in the story (the Planck constant ~ in example three,
and the Boltzmann constant kB in example four). This suggests, that the required
analogue could be a map LBq : Âq ⊗K B → Âq ⊗K B, where B is another algebra
extending the scalars, or even more general, a map L˜q : A˜q → A˜q, where A˜q is a
filtered algebra such that the degree zero of its associated graded is isomorphic to
Aq. The answer suggested in the present paper corresponds (more or less) to this
third possibility.
In one of our recent papers [1], among other things, we were interested in motivat-
ing a q-analogue of the Weyl quantization map W in quantum mechanics. Recall,
that the map W can be described as follows. One considers two algebras, a commu-
tative algebra A of polynomials in x1, x2, . . . , xs and p1, p2, . . . , ps, and the Heisen-
berg algebra Â generated by x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂s, p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂s, and relations [p̂j, x̂k] = h,
[p̂j , p̂k] = 0, [x̂j , x̂k] = 0, and [xj , h] = 0, [pk, h] = 0, where [−,−] denotes the
commutator, and j, k = 1, 2, . . . , s. In the “coordinate representation” x̂j 7→ xj
(multiplication), p̂k 7→ −i~∂/∂xk , j, k = 1, 2, . . . , s, and the central generator h cor-
responds to the multiplication by −i~. The map W is just a linear map W : A → Â
implementing the symmetrization over the “order of action” of the quantized coor-
dinates and momenta,
W (zi1zi2 . . . zin) :=
1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
ẑiσ(1) ẑiσ(2) . . . ẑiσ(n),
where Sn is the symmetric group on n symbols (n is a positive integer), i1, i2, . . . , in ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 2s}, and zj := pj, zs+j := xj , and ẑj := p̂j, ẑs+j := x̂j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
Now, being interested in a q-analogue of W : A → Â, it was natural to introduce
the so-called “non-commutative Planck constants”. Note, that a similar construction
motivated by the superstring theory appears in [6]. The q-analogue mentioned
is understood as a vector space map Wq : Aq → Âq between the two algebras.
The first one is the affine quantum space Aq, denote the generators ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2s,
ξiξj = qj,iξjξi, where qi,j are formal variables satisfying the usual assumptions (2),
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2s. The second algebra Âq has generators ξ̂i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2s, and ĥj,i,
1 6 i < j 6 2s. We extend the notation ĥj,i for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2s, by ĥi,i := 0
and hi,j := −q−1j,i ĥj,i. Part of the relations is the deformation of the relations (3) for
the algebra A,
ξ̂iξ̂j − qj,iξ̂j ξ̂i = ĥi,j ,
for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2s. Let us order the generators as follows: ξ̂i ≺ ξ̂j, if i < j,
ξ̂i ≺ ĥj′,i′, for any i and any i′ < j′, and ĥj,i ≺ ĥj′,i′, if i < i′, or if i = i′ and j < j′
(where i, j, i′j′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s}). This algebra has a Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt basis
(with respect to ≺) if we impose the braidings
ξ̂iĥj′,i′ = qj′,iqi′,iĥj′,i′ ξ̂i,
ĥj,iĥj′,i′ = qj′,jqj′,i qi′,jqi′,i ĥj′,i′ĥj,i,
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for any i, j, i′, j′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s}. With these relations, we obtain an algebra Âq for
which there exists a reasonable analogue Wq : Aq → Âq of the Weyl quantization
map (the generators ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . , ξ̂2s are the “q-quantized” coordinates and momenta.)
Note, that the algebra Âq is naturally filtered, with the filtration F •Âq defined by
ξ̂i ∈ F 0Âq, ĥj,i ∈ F 1Âq\F 0Âq.
It turns out that this idea to introduce the additional generators with non-trivial
braidings is quite useful in the construction of the q-Legendre transformation. In
other words, the generalization we suggest corresponds to the examples three and
four described above which involve the fast oscillating integrals (~→ 0, the station-
ary point method), or rapidly decaying integrals (kB → 0, the saddle point method).
The plan of the attack is more or less as follows. We start with the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation
∂St(x)/∂t +H(x, ∂St(x)/∂x) = 0,
which is a non-linear equation from classical mechanics (x ∈ Rs are the coordinates
of a system, t ∈ R is time, H(x, p) is the Hamiltonian, p ∈ Rs are the canoni-
cally conjugate momenta corresponding to x, St(x) is the action as a function of
(the ending point) coordinates and time). As is well known, the solution of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be described in terms of a system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations x˙ = ∂H(x, p)/∂p, p˙ = −∂H(x, p)/∂x with the initial conditions
x|t=0 = α, p|t=0 = ∂S0(α)/∂α (the Hamiltonian system). We investigate how far
can we go in generalizing this fact if the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is replaced with
its analogue constructed in a certain way over the “braided” generators {ξ̂i}i and
{ĥj,i}i<j . If the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is perceived as a classical limit ~ → 0
of the Schro¨dinger equation, then at this point one realizes that it is necessary to
introduce the “Planck constants” ĥj,i back in the equation in order to “control the
braidings” between the symbols in the corresponding formulae. The next step is to
look at the fact that the Legendre transformation S˜t(p) of St(x) satisfies again the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
∂S˜t(p)/∂t +H(−∂S˜t(p)/∂p, p) = 0.
Let Λt := {(x, p) | p = ∂St(x)/∂x}. Then on Λt ⊂ Rsx × Rsp we have S˜t(p)|Λt =
(−px+ St(x))|Λt . It turns out that there is some problem to generalize this fact to
the q-deformed case. At that point we will have to make precise, what we mean by
the q-Legendre transformation, but whatever it is, it is important to point out, that
the construction still involves the additional generators having a purpose to control
the braidings in the formulae. It remains to make the third small step. Once we have
the q-Legendre formulae, there is no need to interpret the auxiliary generators ĥj,i as
having a quantum mechanical origin. For example, if we specialize all the braidings
as qi,j = 1 (and by that everything becomes commutative), then the analogue of the
Legendre transformation can be perceived as some construction involving the tensor
algebra T (
∧2(V )), where V is the vector space of linear functions on Rsx×Rsp. There
is no more reason to view ĥi,j as non-commutative Planck constants, but one could
say that they could be the non-commutative (q-commutative) Boltzmann constants.
Denote them (k̂B)i,j. This suggests that if one is interested in q-deforming the
statistical physics of equilibrium states (or, more generally, in its R-braiding, where
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R is a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation), then it is necessary to introduce the
non-commutative Boltzmann constants (k̂B)∗ in place of kB.
II. q-analogue of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
Let us start with a description of the q-analogue of the phase space and the q-
analogue of the Poisson bracket. Fix a positive integer s and consider a 2s×2smatrix
q of formal variables qk,l satisfying qk,k = 1 and qk,lql,k = 1, for k, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s}.
Consider an algebra Aq defined by generators p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂s; x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂s, and rela-
tions
p̂ip̂j = qj,ip̂j p̂i, p̂ix̂α = qs+α,ix̂αp̂i, x̂αx̂β = qs+β,s+αx̂βx̂α,
where i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s, (the q-affine phase space). We will also use the notation
ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ2s (without hats), and set ξk := p̂k, if k 6 s, and ξk := x̂k−s, if k > s
(k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s}). Extend this algebra by adding more generators hα,i, i, α =
1, 2, . . . , s, satisfying
p̂ihα,j = qs+α,iqj,ihα,j p̂i, x̂αhβ,i = qs+β,s+αqi,s+αhβ,ix̂α,
where i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s. Denote the extended algebra A˜q and equip it with a
bracket
〈−,−〉 : A˜q × A˜q → A˜q,
defined as follows. Let 〈−,−〉 be a bilinear map, such that
〈p̂i, x̂α〉 := hα,i, 〈x̂α, p̂i〉 := −qi,s+α〈p̂i, x̂α〉,
〈p̂i, p̂j〉 := 0, 〈x̂α, x̂β〉 := 0,
where i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s. Extend it to the higher order monomials in p̂i and x̂α
as a q-biderivation,
〈ξim . . . ξi1 , ξjn . . . ξj1〉 :=
m∑
µ=1
n∑
ν=1
Qj1,...,jni1,...,im(µ, ν)〈ξµ, ξν〉ξim . . . ξˇiµ . . . ξi1ξjn . . . ξˇjν . . . ξj1,
where i1, . . . , im, j1, . . . , jn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s}, the check symbol atop ξiµ and ξjν means
that the corresponding factors are omitted, and the braiding factor Qj1,...,jni1,...,im(µ, ν) is
defined from
ξim . . . ξi1 ξjn . . . ξj1 = Q
j1,...,jn
i1,...,im
(µ, ν) ξµξν ξim . . . ξˇiµ . . . ξi1 ξjn . . . ξˇjν . . . ξj1.
Finally, extend the bracket to the monomials containing hα,i, α, i = 1, 2, . . . , s, as
〈hα,if, g〉 := hα,i〈f, g〉, 〈f, ghα,i〉 := 〈f, g〉hα,i,
for any monomials f, g ∈ A˜q. This yields a bracket 〈−,−〉 on the algebra A˜q which
can be regarded as a q-analogue of the Poisson bracket {−,−} “not divided by the
Planck constant ~”. Define qg,f , for any monomials f, g ∈ A˜q, by fg = qg,fgf . It is
straightforward to check that 〈−,−〉 satisfies the q-Jacobi identity,
〈F, 〈G,H〉〉+ qG,F qH,F 〈G, 〈H,F 〉〉+ qH,F qH,G〈H, 〈F,G〉〉 = 0,
for any monomials F,G,H ∈ A˜q in the generators {ξi}i and {hα,j}α,j .
Let us now recall, how the Hamiltonian system of equations emerges from the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the classical mechanics with one degree of freedom
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(s = 1). We have an unknown function S(x, t) (the action) in coordinates x ∈ R
and time t ∈ R. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation looks as follows:
∂S(x, t)/∂t +H(x, ∂S(x, t)/∂x) = 0,
where H is a smooth function in coordinate x and momentum p, H : Rx×Rp → R,
(the Hamiltonian function), the momentum p corresponds to ∂S(x, t)/∂x. Suppose
we have a smooth R-valued function X(y, t) in a R-valued variable y and time t,
and evaluate ∂S(x, t)/∂x at x = X(y, t). Then for P (y, t) := (∂S(x, t)/∂x)|x=X(y,t)
we have:
∂P (y, t)
∂t
=
(∂2S(x, t)
∂x∂t
)∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
+
∂2S(x, t)
∂x2
∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
∂X(y, t)
∂t
=
=
(
− ∂
∂x
H
(
x,
∂S(x, t)
∂x
))∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
+
∂2S(x, t)
∂x2
∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
∂X(y, t)
∂t
=
= −
(∂H(x, p)
∂x
∣∣∣
p=∂S(x,t)/∂x
)
x=X(y,t)
+
∂2S(x, t)
∂x2
∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
×
×
[
−
((∂H(x, p)
∂p
)∣∣∣
p=∂S(x,t)/∂x
)∣∣∣
x=X(y,t)
+
∂X(y, t)
∂t
]
.
To satisfy this, it suffices to put
∂P (y, t)
∂t
= −∂H(x, p)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=X(y,t),p=P (y,t)
,
∂X(y, t)
∂t
=
∂H(x, p)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
x=X(y,t),p=P (y,t)
,
which is just the Hamiltonian system of equations.
Turn now back to the algebra A˜q. We have the “braided” coordinates x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂s,
the “‘braided” momenta p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂s, and the auxiliary generators {hα,i}sα,i=1 (the
“q-distortion” of the Planck constant ~). To generalize the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion to the algebra A˜q, one should generalize the symbolic computation linking the
classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the Hamiltonian system of equations defin-
ing the phase space trajectories. Observe, that in the classical case with s = 1, the
derivative ∂S(x, t)/∂x can be expressed in terms of the canonical Poisson bracket
{−,−} as ∂S(x, t)/∂x = {p, S(x, t)}. Introduce the Planck constant ~ back into the
classical equations:
∂S(x, t)
∂x
= ~
{
p,
1
~
S(x, t)
}
,
1
~
∂S(x, t)
∂t
+
1
~
H
(
x, ~
{
p,
1
~
S(x, t)
})
= 0.
One can see, that everything can be expressed in terms of the rescaled functions
Ŝ(x, t) = S(x, t)/~, Ĥ(x, p) = H(x, p)/~, and the Poisson bracket not divided by ~,
〈f, g〉 = ~{f, g} (where f and g are any smooth functions in (x, p)). It is natural to
think that the analogue of the Hamilton Jacobi equation for the algebra A˜q must
be of the shape
∂
∂t
Ŝt(x̂) + Ĥ
(
x̂, 〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉) = 0, (4)
but what is Ŝt(x̂) and Ĥ(x̂, p̂) in this case?
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The basic idea can be formulated as follows. In the classical case (for simplicity,
s = 1), we have the functions S(x, t), H(x, p), and X(y, t), which can be expanded
into formal power series:
S(x, t) =
∞∑
m,N=0
tmxN
m!N !
b
(m)
N , H(x, p) =
∞∑
K,L=0
xKpL
K!L!
TK,L, X(y, t) =
∞∑
m,N=0
tmyN
M !N !
X
(m)
N ,
where b
(m)
N , TK,L, and X
(m)
N are some coefficients. Let us do everything in terms of
power series. In particular, the left-hand side of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can
be formally expanded into such series, yielding an infinite collection of links between
the mentioned coefficients. In the multidimensional case (i.e. any s), the formulae
are totally similar, but one needs to use the standard notation with multi-indices
N = (N1, N2, . . . , Ns), N ! = N1!N2! . . .Ns!, x
N = xN11 x
N2
2 . . . x
Ns
s , etc. Informally,
the approach reduces to an imperative: expand everything into power series and
then make the coefficients non-commutative.
To illustrate the corresponding computation, assume for simplicity that qi,j = 1
and qs+α,s+β = 1, for i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s (the other qi′,j′ can be non-trivial). Then,
for example, 〈pi, xαxβ〉 = hα,ixβ + hβ,ixα (for any i, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s), since one can
freely permute xα and xβ. One obtains:
Ŝt(x̂) =
∑
m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N , 〈p̂i, Ŝt(x̂)〉 =
∞∑
m=0
tm
m!
s∑
µ=1
∑
N>0
Nµhµ,ix̂
N−1µ
N !
b
(m)
N ,
where 1µ := (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with 1 standing in the µ-th position, the notation
N > 0 is understood as Nν > 0 for every ν = 1, 2, . . . , s. The time t is kept as a
commutative variable, although it is possible to consider some braidings involving t
as well. Now, since there is a factor Nµ in the numerator, one can assume that for Nµ
the summation starts with 1, but not 0. Changing summation index to N ′ = N+1µ,
and then leaving out the prime in the final expression, we obtain:
〈p̂i, Ŝt(x̂)〉 =
s∑
µ=1
〈p̂i, x̂µ〉
∞∑
m=0
∑
N>0
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1µ
,
where we go back to 〈p̂i, x̂µ〉 = hµ,i Similarly,
∂
∂t
Ŝt(x̂) =
∞∑
m=0
∑
N>0
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m+1)
N .
We would like the quantity 〈pi, Ŝt(x̂)〉 to “behave like” p̂i with respect to the braiding
coefficients. This implies that, for every µ, m and N , 〈pi, xµ〉x̂Nb(m)N+1µ behaves like
p̂i. Since the “braiding behaviour” of 〈pi, xµ〉 is like of the product pixµ = pix1µ , one
can conclude, that for any m and N , the coefficient b
(m)
N behaves like x̂
−N . Making
it more formal, impose the following rules:
p̂ib
(m)
N =
( s∏
α=1
q−Nαs+α,i
)
b
(m)
N p̂i, x̂βb
(m)
N = b
(m)
N x̂β , hβ,ib
(m)
N =
( s∏
α=1
q−Nαs+α,i
)
b
(m)
N hβ,i,
(5)
for any i, β = 1, 2, . . . , s, any m ∈ Z>0, and any N = (N1, N2, . . . , Ns) > 0.
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It is possible to drop the assumption the all the {x̂α}α commute. In this case, one
needs to fix the order in which to write x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂s, say, x̂
N = x̂Nss . . . x̂
N2
2 x̂
N1
1 , for
N = (N1, N2, . . . , Ns). The modification of the braiding coefficients is straightfor-
ward, and we leave more general formulae for the next section. So far, let us keep
the assumption qi,j = 1 and qs+α,s+β = 1, i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s.
It follows, that Ŝt(x̂) behaves simply as x̂0¯, 0¯ := (0, 0, . . . , 0) (length s), i.e. is a
“braided scalar”. From the formula for the q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation (4) suggested
above, one concludes that Ĥ(x̂, p̂) is also a “braided scalar”, i.e. the coefficients TK,L
must behave like x̂−K p̂L, so the commutation relations must be as follows:
p̂iTK,L =
( s∏
µ=1
q
−Kµ
s+µ,i
)
TK,Lp̂i, x̂αTK,L =
( s∏
j=1
q
Lj
j,s+α
)
TK,Lx̂α, (6)
for any multi-indices K and L, and any i and α. There are also commutation rela-
tions with b
(m)
N and between different TK,L, TK ′,L′ themselves, and between different
b
(m)
N , b
(m′)
N ′ . Suppose we have four integer multi-indices K, L, M , and N (of length
s each). One can look at (x̂K p̂L)(x̂M p̂N ) and at (x̂M p̂N )(x̂K p̂L). Set
Q(M,N),(K,L) :=
( s∏
i,α=1
q−NiKαi,s+α
)[ s∏
j,β=1
q
LjMβ
s+β,j
]
. (7)
The braiding relations can be expressed as follows:
p̂iTK,L = Q(−K,−L),(0¯,1i)TK,Lp̂i, x̂αTK,L = Q(−K,−L),(1α,0¯)TK,Lx̂α,
(for any K, L, i, α), where 0¯ = (0, 0, . . . , 0) is the multi-index (of length s) with all
zero entries. The other relations are as follows:
hα,iTK,L = Q(−K,−L),(1α,1i )TK,Lhαi , TK,LTK ′,L′ = Q(−K ′,−L′),(−K,−L)TK ′,L′TK,L,
b
(m)
N TK,L = Q(K,L),(−N,0¯)TK,Lb
(m)
N , b
(m)
N b
(m′)
N ′ = b
(m′)
N ′ b
(m)
N ,
hα,ib
(m)
N = Q(−N,0¯),(1α,1i)b
(m)
N hα,i, hα,ihβ,j = Q(1β ,1j),(1α,1i)hβ,jhα,i,
(8)
for any multi-indices K,L,K ′, L′, N,N ′, any i, j, α, β ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}, and any m ∈
Z>0. Substitute now all the expansions into the q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation (4):
∑
m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m+1)
N +
∑
K,L
x̂K
K!L!
( s∏
i=1
[ s∑
µ=1
〈p̂i, x̂µ〉
∑
m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1µ
]Li)
TK,L = 0. (9)
Equating the terms corresponding to every tmx̂N , it is straightforward to express
the collection {b(m+1)N }N in terms of {b(m
′)
N }N , m′ 6 m, and the coefficients hα,i and
TK,L. One obtains:
b
(m+1)
N = −m!N !x̂−N
∑
K,L∈Zs
>0
x̂K
K!L!
{ s∏
i=1
[ s∑
µ
(i)
1 ,...,µ
(i)
Li
=1
∞∑
m
(i)
1 ,...,m
(i)
Li
=0,
∑s
i′=1
∑L
i′
r′=1
m
(i′)
r′
=m
×
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×
∑
N
(i)
1 ,...,N
(i)
Li
∈Zs
>0,
K+
∑s
i′=1
∑Li
r′=1
N
(i)
r′
=N
Li∏
r=1
(
h
µ
(i)
r ,i
x̂N
(i)
r
m
(i)
r !N
(i)
r !
)]}
TK,L,
for every N ∈ Zs>0 and m ∈ Z>0, and the components of the multi-index L are
denoted Li (i = 1, 2, . . . , s), L = (L1, L2, . . . , Ls). If one brings all the factors x̂
K
and x̂N
(i)
r
r , r = 1, 2, . . . , Li, i = 1, 2, . . . , s, in the right-hand side to the left most
position using the braiding relations, then one obtains x̂K+
∑s
i=1
∑Li
r=1N
(i)
r , which is
cancelled out by the factor x̂−N . Therefore, the formula for b
(m+1)
N , in fact, does not
contain the products of the variables x̂α, α = 1, 2, . . . , s.
Proposition 1. Let the braiding relations for b
(m)
N described by (5), (6), (8) hold
for m = 0. Then they are valid for any m ∈ Z>0, if {b(m)N }N,m satisfy (9).
Proof. This follows straightforward from the formal analogue (9) of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation written in the form similar to St = −H(x, Sx). 
Therefore, we arrive at the following construction. Let s be a fixed positive
integer (the analogue of the number of degrees of freedom in classical mechanics),
and q = ‖qk,l‖2sk,l=1 be a matrix of formal variables. One considers an algebra Xq
with an infinite number of generators
hα,i, b
(0)
N , TK,L,
where α and i vary over [s] := {1, 2, . . . , s}, N , K, and L vary over Zs>0 (multi-indices
of length s). The relations are just the braidings described above (see (5), (8)), i.e.
the algebra Xq is a special case of an infinite-dimensional affine quantum space. One
is interested in considering the collections (fN)N∈Zs
>0
of elements fN ∈ Xq satisfying
the same braiding relations as (b
(0)
N )N∈Zs>0 . Denote the set of all such collections as
Sq(x̂). Then the q-analogue of a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be
perceived as an infinite sequence S(0), S(1), S(2), . . . of elements S(m) ∈ Sq(x̂), m > 0.
Now let us investigate how to generalize the symbolic computation which derives
the Hamiltonian system of equations p˙ = −Hx, x˙ = Hp, from the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation St + H(x, Sx) = 0. We still have another formal power series for X(y, t)
that was not used. Assuming s is generic, let
X(y, t) =
∑
m,N
tmyN
m!N !
X
(m)
N ,
where y = (y1, y2, . . . , ys) is a collection of new non-commutative variables, X(y, t) =
(X1(y, t), X2(y, t), . . . , Xs(y, t)), X
(m)
N (y, t) = (X
(m)
1,N (y, t), X
(m)
2,N (y, t), . . . , X
(m)
s,N (y, t)),
m ∈ Z>0, N ∈ Zs>0, and t ∈ R. If one requires that Xα(y, t) behaves like x̂α, then
it means that yNX
(m)
α,N behaves like x̂α, for every m,N . For example, pi(y
NX
(m)
α,N) =
qs+α,i(y
NX
(m)
α,N)pi, i ∈ [s], etc. Suppose we have Ŝt(x̂) corresponding to a solu-
tion ((b
(m)
N )N)
∞
m=0 of the formal q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation (9). One would like
to perceive Pi(y, t) := 〈p̂i, Ŝt(x̂)〉|x̂=X(y,t), i = 1, 2, . . . , s, as an analogue of a value
of the momentum pi canonical conjugate to xi, while the analogue of a value of
xi is Xi(y, t). We have already obtained the expressions for Ŝ
t(x̂) in a shape of a
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power series in t and x̂. Observe that the braiding relations (5) between b
(m)
N and
x̂α imply that one can write Ŝ
t(x̂) both as Ŝt(x̂) =
∑
m,N(t
mx̂N/m!N !)b
(m)
N , and as
Ŝt(x̂) =
∑
m,N b
(m)
N (t
mx̂N/m!N !), and that 〈p̂i, Ŝt(x̂)〉 = −〈Ŝt(x̂), p̂i〉, i ∈ [s]. Similar
remarks can be made for Ĥ(x̂, p̂) =
∑
K,L(x̂
K p̂L/K!L!)TK,L. Applying the bracket
〈p̂i,−〉, one obtains:
〈p̂i, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉 =
s∑
µ=1
〈p̂i, x̂µ〉
∑
K,L∈Zs
>0
x̂K p̂L
K!L!
TK+1µ,L,
for each i ∈ [s] = {1, 2, . . . , s}, and we keep 〈p̂i, x̂µ〉 instead of writing hµ,i. One can
compute similarly 〈x̂α, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉, but now it is more convenient to use the expression
Ĥ(x̂, p̂) =
∑
K,L TK,Lx̂
K p̂L/(K!L!), and to apply the bracket with x̂α from the right,
〈x̂α, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉 = −〈Ĥ(x̂, p̂), x̂α〉,
〈x̂α, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉 = −
s∑
j=1
∑
K,L∈Zs
>0
TK,L+1j
x̂K p̂L
K!L!
〈p̂j , x̂α〉,
for each α ∈ [s], 〈p̂j, x̂α〉 = hα,j . In what follows, in case it does not lead to
confusion, it is convenient to drop the summation over j ∈ [s] from the nota-
tion, and write (in analogy with the matrix multiplication) simply 〈xα, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉 =
−∑K,L TK,L+1(x̂K p̂L/K!L!)〈p̂, x̂α〉.
Now, if we look at the q-analogue of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (9), applying
〈p̂i,−〉 to the left and the right-hand sides, yields:
〈p̂i, x̂〉
∑
m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1 + 〈p̂i, x̂〉
∑
K,L
x̂K
K!L!
〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉LTK+1,L−
−
∑
K,L
TK,L+1
x̂K
K!L!
〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉L〈〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉, p̂i〉 = 0.
We have a power series X(y, t), which corresponds to the coordinates x̂. Consider
the series for 〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉 and then substitute in it x̂→ X(y, t). This defines a quantity
P (y, t) = (P1(y, t), P2(y, t), . . . , Ps(y, t)),
P (y, t) := 〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉|x→X(y,t)
The aim is to link the derivatives ∂X(y, t)/∂t and ∂P (y, t)/∂t with the brackets
〈x̂, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉 and 〈p̂, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉. A straightforward computation yields:
∂Pi(y, t)
∂t
=
〈
p̂i,
∂Ŝt(x̂)
∂t
〉∣∣∣
x̂→X(y,t)
+
∑
α,β∈[s]
∂Xβ(y, t)
∂t
∑
m,N
tmX(y, t)N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1β+1α
〈x̂α, p̂i〉.
The first term in the right-hand side can be transformed using the result of the com-
putation of 〈p̂i,−〉 applied to the q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation. It can be expressed
as follows:〈
p̂i,
∂Ŝt(x̂)
∂t
〉∣∣∣
x̂→X(y,t)
= −(〈p̂, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉|p̂→〈p̂,Ŝt(x̂)〉)|x̂→X(y,t)+
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+
∑
j,α,β∈[s]
∑
K,L
TK,L+1j
x̂K
K!L!
〈p̂, Ŝt(x̂)〉L〈p̂j, x̂β〉
∑
m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1β+1α
〈x̂α, p̂i〉.
Substituting this expression into the previous expression for ∂Pi(y, t)/∂t, we obtain:
∂Pi(y, t)
∂t
= −〈p̂i, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉|x̂→X(y,t),p̂→P (y,t)+
+
∑
β
{
− 〈Ĥ(x̂, p̂), x̂β〉|x̂→X(y,t),p̂→P (y,t) + ∂Xβ(y, t)
∂t
} ∑
α,m,N
tmx̂N
m!N !
b
(m)
N+1β+1α
〈x̂α, p̂i〉.
Therefore, one can see, that it suffices to put
∂Pi(y, t)
∂t
= −〈p̂i, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉
∣∣∣
x→X(y,t),p→P (y,t)
,
∂Xα(y, t)
∂t
= −〈x̂α, Ĥ(x̂, p̂)〉
∣∣∣
x→X(y,t),p→P (y,t)
,
where Pi(y, t) = 〈p̂i, Ŝt(x̂)〉|x̂→X(y,t), i, α ∈ [s] = {1, 2, . . . , s}. Recall, that these
equations correspond to the q-Hamilton-Jacobi equation “in x̂-representation”,
∂Ŝt(x̂)
∂t
+ Ĥ(x̂, p̂)
∣∣
p̂→〈p̂,Ŝt(x̂)〉
= 0.
This shape of equations is quite natural to expect, since for the usual Hamiltonian
system expressed in terms of the Poisson bracket not divided by the Planck constant
~, we have p˙ = −{p,H(x, p)} = −~{p, ~−1H(x, p)}, and x˙ = −{x,H(x, p)} =
−~{x, ~−1H(x, p)}.
So far there was nothing assumed about the nature of y = (y1, y2, . . . , ys) in the
formal power series X(y, t) =
∑
m,N(t
myN/(m!N !))X
(m)
N . We also have
Pi(y, t) = −
∑
µ,m,N
tm
m!N !
(∑
k,M
tkyM
k!M !
X
(k)
M
)N
bN+1µ〈xµ, pi〉,
for every i ∈ [s]. One can say, that yNX(m)N “behaves like” (i.e. has the same braiding
coefficients) as x̂, for everym ∈ Z>0 andN ∈ Zs>0. Let us assume, that y behaves like
x̂. In classical mechanics, this corresponds to considering the Hamiltonian system
of equations with initial conditions on a Lagrangian manifold Λ, dimΛ = s, which
projects diffeomorphically on the configuration space Rsx along the momenta space
R
s
p, and taking the configuration space coordinates as the local coordinates. Then
one can perceive P (y, t) as a formal power series
P (y, t) =
∑
n,M
tnyM
n!M !
P
(n)
M ,
where yMP
(n)
M behaves like p̂ for every n ∈ Z>0 and M ∈ Zs>0. Consider the q-
Hamiltonian system with these X(y, t) and P (y, t):
∂P (y, t)
∂t
= 〈Ĥ, p̂〉, ∂X(y, t)
∂t
= 〈Ĥ, x̂〉, (10)
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where the right-hand sides are evaluated at x̂ → X(y, t), p̂ → P (y, t). Then one
obtains:
∑
n,M
tnyM
n!M !
P
(n+1)
M = −
s∑
µ=1
〈p̂, x̂µ〉
∑
K,L
( s∏
α=1
[ ∑
m(α),N(α)
tm
(α)
y(N
(α))
m(α)!N (α)!
X
(m(α))
α,N(α)
]Kα)×
×
( s∏
i=1
[ ∑
n(i),M (i)
tn
(i)
y(M
i)
n(i)!M (i)!
P
(n(i))
i,M (i)
]Li)
TK+1µ,L,
where we put P
(n)
M = (P
(n)
1,M , P
(n)
2,M , . . . , P
(n)
s,M) and X
(m)
N = (X
(m)
1,M , X
(n)
2,M , . . . , X
(n)
s,M) to
denote the corresponding components. There is a similar expression corresponding
to the second part of the q-Hamiltonian system (10). From the latter equation, one
can extract the coefficient P
(n+1)
M (any n ∈ Z>0 and any M ∈ Zs>0) in the left-hand
side by restricting the summations in the right-hand side to obtain the same powers
by t and y. It is convenient to introduce, for every m,n ∈ Z>0 and eachM,N ∈ Zs>0,
the quantities
P¯
(n)
M := y
MP
(n)
M , X¯
(m)
N := y
NX
(m)
N ,
and to assemble them into generating functions
P¯ (t, ε) :=
∑
n,M
tnεM
n!M !
P¯
(n)
M , X¯(t, ε) :=
∑
m,N
tmεN
m!N !
X¯
(m)
N ,
where ε = (ε1, ε2, . . . , εs) is a vector of formal commutative variables (i.e. every εi,
i ∈ [s], commutes with every other symbol in the expressions, just like the time t).
Denote the components of P¯ (t, ε) as P¯i(t, ε), i ∈ [s], and the components of X¯(t, ε)
as X¯α(t, ε), α ∈ [s]. We have the commutation (braiding) relations:
P¯i(t, ε)X¯α(t
′, ε′) = Q(1α ,0¯),(0¯,1i)X¯α(t
′, ε′)P¯i(t, ε),
X¯α(t, ε)X¯β(t
′, ε′) = Q(1β ,0¯),(1α,0¯)X¯β(t
′, ε′)X¯α(t, ε),
P¯i(t, ε)P¯j(t
′, ε′) = Q(0¯,1j),(0¯,1i)P¯j(t
′, ε′)P¯i(t, ε),
P¯i(t, ε)hβ,j = Q(1β ,1j),(0¯,1i)hβ,jP¯i(t, ε), X¯α(t, ε)hβ,j = Q(1β ,1j),(1α,0¯)hβ,jX¯α(t, ε),
P¯i(t, ε)TK,L = Q(K,L),(0¯,1i)TK,LP¯i(t, ε), X¯α(t, ε)TK,L = Q(K,L),(1α,0¯)TK,LX¯α(t, ε),
(11)
where i, j, α, β ∈ [s], K,L ∈ Zs>0, and the notation Q(K,L),(M,N) for any multi-indices
K,L,M,N is introduced in (7). In particular if we specialize t to zero, one recovers
the relations involving the generators
P¯
(0)
i,M , X¯
(0)
α,N , hα,i, TK,L,
where i and α vary over [s], and K, L, M , N vary over Zs>0. Denote the corre-
sponding algebra (an affine quantum space) Zq. One can consider the Hamiltonian
system over this algebra:
∂P¯i(t, ε)
∂t
= 〈Ĥ(x̂, p̂), p̂i〉, ∂X¯α(t, ε)
∂t
= 〈Ĥ(x̂, p̂), x̂α〉, (12)
where i, α ∈ [s], and the right hand sides are evaluated at x̂→ X¯(t, ε), p̂→ P¯ (t, ε).
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Proposition 2. If the coefficients P¯
(n)
i,M ∈ Zq and X¯(m)α,N ∈ Zq, i, α = 1, 2, . . . , s,
n,m ∈ Z>0, M,N ∈ Zs>0, are defined by the q-Hamiltonian system (12), then the
braiding relations (11) hold for any t, t′, ε, ε′.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Intuitively, what happens is that if one is interested in the non-commutative (q-
commutative) analogue of the Hamiltonian system in the classical mechanics p˙ =
−Hx(x, p), x˙ = Hp(x, p), one needs to “blow up” every phase space point (x, p) ∈
R
s
x × Rsp into an infinite collection of generators,
pi → {P¯ (0)i,M}M∈Z>0 , xα → {X¯(0)α,N}M∈Z>0 ,
where i, α ∈ [s]. The algebra of classical polynomial observables is replaced by the
algebra Zq, involving additional generators hα,i, i, α ∈ [s], and TK,L, K,L ∈ Zs>0.
III. Noncommutative Legendre transformation
One can try to use a similar trick with multiplying and dividing over ~ and
working in terms of Poisson brackets {−,−} rather than the derivatives, to define
a q-analogue of the Legendre transformation [7]. One runs into a problem here,
though. If we look at a classical formula in one-dimensional case, s = 1, then we
have:
S˜(p)|p=∂S(x)/∂x = −∂S(x)
∂x
x+ S(x).
Now, the idea is to replace ∂S(x)/∂x with ~{p, ~−1S(x)}. This yields:
~
−1S˜(p)|p→~{p,~−1S(x)} = −1
~
(~{p, ~−1S(x)})x+ ~−1S(x).
One can see that there is a “singularity” 1/~ in front of the first term in the right-
hand side as ~→ 0. If one perceives S(x) and S˜(p) as the arguments of the rapidly
decaying exponents in a saddle-point method, then the idea reminds an attempt to
multiply two Dirac delta-functions concentrated in the same point.
On the other hand, we still can follow the informal imperative “to expand every-
thing in power series and then make the coefficients non-commutative”. Let us re-
mind how to compute the corresponding coefficients in the classical one-dimensional
case. One has:
S˜(p) = (−xp + S(x))|x=x˜(p),
where x˜(p) is defined as a solution of p = ∂S(x)/∂x with respect to x, (we assume
that this solution is unique for every value of the parameter p). Differentiating the
identity p ≡ (∂S(x)/∂x)|x=x˜(p) over p, one obtains 1 = (∂2S(x)/∂x2)|x=x˜(p)∂x˜(p)/∂p,
and, therefore,
∂x˜(p)
∂p
= u(x)|x=x˜(p), u(x) := 1
∂2S(x)/∂x2
.
On the other hand, differentiating S˜(p) over p yields
∂S˜(p)
∂p
= −∂x˜(p)
∂p
p− x˜(p) + ∂S(x)
∂x
∣∣∣
x=x˜(p)
∂x˜(p)
∂p
= −x˜(p).
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For the the second derivative, one obtains ∂2S˜(p)/∂p2 = −∂x˜(p)/∂p = −u(x)|x=x˜(p).
The third derivative ∂3S˜(p)/∂p3 = −u′(x)|x=x˜(p)∂x˜(p)/∂p = −(u(x)u′(x))|x=x˜(p). By
induction,
∂m+2S˜(p)
∂pm+2
= −
((
u(x)
∂
∂x
)m
u(x)
)∣∣∣
x=x˜(p)
,
for m > 0. Let us assume that x˜(0) = 0. Then we have
∂m+2S˜(p)
∂pm+2
∣∣∣
p=0
= −
((
u(x)
∂
∂x
)m
u(x)
)∣∣∣
x=0
, m > 0,
where the right-hand side can be expressed in terms of (∂2+nS(x)/∂x2+n)|x=0, n > 0.
It is also possible to assume (without loss of generality), that S(x)|x→0 = 0 and
S˜(p)|p→0 = 0, so the corresponding Taylor expansions start at quadratic terms.
In what follows, we shall generalize these formulae for the coefficients, or, more
precisely, the just described way to link these coefficients.
In this section we assume, for simplicity, that the formal variables qk,l, k, l =
1, 2, . . . , 2s are all specialized to 1. Note, that even in this case we still have a
matrix h = ‖hk,l‖2sk,l=1, and not something like ~(δk,l+s−δk+s,l). The aim, in general,
is to link two formal expansions starting at quadratic terms:
Ŝ(x̂) =
∑
N
x̂N
N !
bN ,
̂˜
S(p̂) =
∑
M
p̂M
M !
aM ,
whereM and N are multi-indices of length s, bN behaves like x̂
−N , and aM “behaves
like” p̂−M (in the sense explained in the previous section). For convenience, in case
it can not cause a confusion, we omit the hats in the notation x̂ = (x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂s),
Ŝ(x̂), p̂ = (p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂s), and
̂˜
S(p̂). Denote:
Bk1,k2,...,kr(x) := 〈pkr , . . . 〈pk2, 〈pk1, S(x)〉〉 . . . 〉,
Aλ1,λ2,...,λr(p) := 〈xλr , . . . 〈xλ2 , 〈xλ1 , S˜(p)〉〉 . . . 〉,
where k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s] and λ1, λ2, . . . , λr ∈ [s], and r ∈ Z>0. Let the leading
coefficients in the corresponding formal power series be denoted as
B
(0)
k1,k2,...,kr
:= Bk1,k2,...,kr(x)|x→0¯, A(0)λ1,λ2,...,λr := Aλ1,λ2,...,λr(p)|p→0¯.
Let us mimic the computation of the coefficients for the classical Legendre transfor-
mation in this set-up.
In case of the classical Legendre transformation we have a fact SxxS˜pp + 1 =
0, where the left-hand side is evaluated at x = x˜(p). In the q-deformed case, x
corresponds to 〈x̂, ˜̂S(p̂)〉, and p corresponds to 〈p̂, Ŝ(x̂)〉. Omitting the hats, we
have:
pi = 〈pi, S(x)〉|x→〈x,S˜(p)〉 =
s∑
µ=1
〈pi, xµ〉
∑
N
1
N !
[ s∑
k=1
〈x, pk〉
∑
M
pM
M !
aM+1k
]N
bN+1µ ,
where i ∈ [s]. Apply 〈−, xω〉, ω ∈ [s]:
〈pi, xω〉 =
s∑
µ,ν,k,l=1
〈pi, xµ〉
∑
N
1
N !
[ s∑
k′=1
〈x, pk′〉
∑
M ′
pM
′
M ′!
aM ′+1k′
]N
bN+1µ+1ν×
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× 〈xν , pk〉
∑
M
pM
M !
aM+1k+1l〈pl, xω〉. (13)
Taking the leading term in p in the right-hand side, one obtains:
〈pi, xω〉 =
s∑
µ,ν,k,l=1
〈pi, xµ〉b1µ+1ν 〈xν , pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xω〉. (14)
Similarly, starting with xω = 〈xω, S˜(p)〉|p→〈p,S(x)〉, ω ∈ [s], applying the bracket
〈−, pi〉, i ∈ [s], and taking the leading coefficient, yields:
〈xω, pi〉 =
s∑
k,l,µ,ν=1
〈xω, pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xµ〉b1µ+1ν〈xν , pi〉. (15)
The last two equalities (14), (15) can be perceived as analogues of (Sxx|x→0)(S˜pp|p→0)+
1 = 0 in the classical case. Now, let us introduce the collection of variables uN(α, β)
by
s∑
k,l=1
〈xα, pk〉
∑
M
pM
M !
aM+1k+1l〈pl, xβ〉 =
∑
N
1
N !
[ s∑
i=1
〈x, pi〉
(∑
M
pM
M !
aM+1i
)]N
uN(α, β),
(16)
where M and N are multi-indices of length s. The expression in the square brackets
in the right-hand side is just 〈x, S˜(p)〉. Note, that from the assumptions about the
braiding behaviour of x, p, bN , and aM (bN behaves like x
−N and aM behaves like
p−M), one should assume that uN(α, β) behaves like x
−N+1α+1β , for any α, β ∈ [s]
and any N ∈ Zs>0. Furthermore, using the two previous identities, one has:
∑
N
xN
N !
uN(α, β) =
s∑
k,l,µ,ν=1
〈xα, pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xµ〉b1µ+1ν
∑
N
xN
N !
uN(ν, β),
∑
N
xN
N !
uN(α, β) =
s∑
µ,ν,k,l=1
∑
N
xN
N !
uN(α, µ)b1µ+1ν 〈xν , pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xβ〉,
where α, β ∈ [s]. Using the first of these equalities and the formulae (13) linking aM
and bN , one obtains:
s∑
α,β,µ,ν,j,k=1
〈pi, xα〉
(∑
N
xN
N !
bN+1α+1β
)
〈xβ, pj〉×
× a1j+1k〈pk, xµ〉b1µ+1ν
(∑
M
xM
M !
uM(ν, ω)
)
= 〈pi, xω〉, (17)
for i, ω ∈ [s]. Taking the leading term in x yields:
〈pi, xω〉 =
s∑
α,β,µ,ν,k,l=1
〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β〈xβ , pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xµ〉b1µ+1νu0¯(ν, ω),
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which is just 〈pi, xω〉 =
∑s
µ,ν=1〈pi, xµ〉b1µ+1νu0¯(ν, ω), and one can see, that
u0¯(α, β) =
s∑
k,l=1
〈xα, pk〉a1k+1l〈pl, xβ〉,
for α, β ∈ [s]. The equality (17) linking uM(α, β) and bN can be expressed as
s∑
j,k=1
(−1)Bi,j(x)a1j+1kU∅(x; k, ω) = 0, (18)
where U∅(x; k, ω) :=
∑s
α,β=1〈pk, xα〉b1α+1β
∑
N (x
N/N !)uN(β, ω), k, ω ∈ [s]. Set
Uk1,...,kr(x; j, ω) := 〈pkr , . . . 〈pk2, 〈pk1, U∅(x; j, ω)〉〉〉, and put
U
(0)
∅ (j, ω) := U∅(x; j, ω)|x→0¯, U (0)k1,...,kr(j, ω) := Uk1,...,kr(x; j, ω)|x→0¯.
where r ∈ Z>0, and j, ω, k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s]. Recall, that it is assumed in this
section that the braiding coefficients qi′,j′ = 1, for all i
′, j′ ∈ [2s]. Simplifying the
expressions, we obtain:
U
(0)
∅ (j, ω) = 〈pj, xω〉,
U
(0)
k1,...,kr
(j, ω) =
s∑
µ1,...,µr=1
( r∏
i=1
〈pki, xµi〉
) s∑
α,β=1
〈pj, xα〉b1α+1βu1µ1+···+1µr (β, ω)
(19)
Apply now the product
∏r
i=1〈pki,−〉 to the equation (18) linking Bi,j(x) and U∅(x; l, ω):∑
j,l∈[s]
∑
I⊂[r]
[(∏
i′∈I
〈pki′ ,−〉
)
Bi,j(x)
]
a1j+1l
[( ∏
i′′∈[r]\I
〈pki′′ ,−〉
)
U∅(x; l, ω)
]
= 0.
Evaluate this expression at x → 0¯. Since B(0)i,j = −
∑
α,β∈[s]〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β〈xβ, pj〉,
the term
∑
i,j∈[s]B
(0)
i,j a1j+1lU
(0)
k1,...,kr
(l, ω) corresponding to I = ∅ reduces just to∑
α,β,j,l∈[s](−1)〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β〈xβ, pj〉a1j+1lU (0)k1,...,kr(l, ω) = −U
(0)
k1,...,kr
(l, ω). Hence
U
(0)
k1,...,kr
(i, ω) =
∑
j,l∈[s]
∑
I⊂[r],
I 6=∅
B
(0)
i,j,kI
a1j+1lU
(0)
k
I
(l, ω) (20)
for every r ∈ Z>0 and k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s], where one writes B(0)i,j,kI for B
(0)
i,j,l1,...,l|I|
, if
I = {l1 < l2 < · · · < l|I|}, |I| denotes the cardinality of I, I := [r]\I, and U (0)k
I
(l, ω)
stands for U
(0)
l′1,...,l
′
|I|
(l, ω), I = {l′1 < l′2 < · · · < l′|I|}. Note, that if I 6= ∅, then |I| < r.
In terms of coefficients {bN}N , we have
B
(0)
i,j = −
∑
α,β∈[s]
〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β〈xβ, pj〉,
B
(0)
i,j,k1,...,kr
=
∑
α,β,µ1,...,µr∈[s]
( r∏
i′=1
〈pki′ , xµi′ 〉
)
〈pj, xβ〉〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β+1µ1+···+1µr ,
for every r ∈ Z>0 and i, j, k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s]. One can see that it is possible to
express recursively all the quantities U
(0)
k1,...,kr
(l, ω) in terms of B
(0)
i,j,k1,...,kr
, B
(0)
i,j and
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a1i+1j . Now the aim is to go to the quantities A
(0)
α,β,λ1,...,λr
, A
(0)
α,β. For them we have
A
(0)
α,β = −
∑
i,j∈[s]
〈xα, pi〉a1i+1j〈pj, xβ〉,
A
(0)
α,β,λ1,...,λr
=
∑
i,j,k1,...,kr∈[s]
( r∏
i′=1
〈xλi′ , pki′ 〉
)
〈xβ , pj〉〈xα, pi〉a1i+1j+1k1+···+1kr ,
for every r ∈ Z>0 and α, β, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s]. The link relating them to U (0)k1,...,kr(l, ω)
is defined by (16) and can be expressed as
Aα,β(p) = −
∑
N
xN
N !
uN(α, β)
∣∣∣
x→〈x,S˜(p)〉
= −
∑
i,j∈[s]
〈xα, pi〉a1i+1jU∅(x; j, β)|x→〈x,S˜(p)〉.
One needs to take the multiple brackets
∏r
i′=1〈xλi′ ,−〉, and then to evaluate the left
and the right-hand sides at p→ 0¯. The left-hand side will yield just A(0)α,β,λ1,...,λr . It
is convenient to introduce
V∅(p;α, β) :=
∑
i,j∈[s]
〈xα, pi〉a1i+1jU∅(x; j, β)|x→〈x,S˜(p)〉, (21)
and
Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β) :=
∑
k1,...,kr∈[s]
( r∏
i′=1
∑
µ,i∈[s]
b1ν
i′
+1µ〈xµ, pi〉a1i+1k
i′
)
×
×
∑
j,l∈[s]
〈xα, pj〉a1j+1lUk1,...,kr(x; l, β)|x→〈x,S˜(p)〉, (22)
for every r ∈ Z>0 and α, β, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s]. In this notation we have
Aα,β(p) = −V∅(p;α, β),
so one needs to know what happens to V∅(p;α, β) once one applies
∏r
i′=1〈xλi′ ,−〉.
Proposition 3. In the notation defined in (21) and (22), the following formulae
are valid:
〈xλ, V∅(p;α, β)〉 = −
∑
µ∈[s]
V∅(p;λ, µ)Vµ(p;α, β),
〈xλ, Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β)〉 = −
∑
µ∈[s]
V∅(p;λ, µ)Vν1,...,νr,µ(p;α, β),
for r ∈ Z>0, λ, α, β, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s].
Proof. The computation is rather straightforward, but the formulae contain a lot of
indices of summation. To save some letters of the Greek and Latin alphabets, let us
simply write 〈xα, p〉a1+1〈p, xβ〉 for
∑
i,j∈[s]〈xα, pi〉a1i+1j〈pj, xβ〉, α, β ∈ [s]. Similarly,
〈pi, x〉b1+1〈x, pj〉 will mean
∑
α,β∈[s]〈pi, xα〉b1α+1β〈xβ , pj〉, i, j ∈ [s], etc. Expanding
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the definitions, we obtain:
V∅(p;λ, µ) =
∑
σ∈[s]
〈xλ, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1σ
∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN(σ, µ),
Vµ(p;α, β) =
∑
k,l∈[s]
(
b1µ+1〈x, p〉a1+1k
)[〈xα, p〉a1+1l]Uk(x; l, β)|x→〈x,S˜(p)〉,
where λ, µ, l, β ∈ [s], and for Uk(x; l, β), k ∈ [s], we have
Uk(x; l, β) =
∑
σ,ρ∈[s]
〈pk, xρ〉
(〈pl, x〉b1+1σ)∑
N
xN
N !
uN+1ρ(σ, β).
This assembles as follows into a formula for Vµ(p;α, β):
Vµ(p;α, β) =
∑
σ,ρ∈[s]
(
b1µ+1〈x, p〉a1+1〈p, xρ〉
)×
× [〈xα, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1σ]∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN+1ρ(σ, β).
Computing the bracket 〈xλ,−〉 on V∅(p;α, β) yields:
〈xλ, V∅(p;α, β)〉 = −
∑
ρ,pi∈[s]
[〈xα, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1ρ]×
×
∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN+1pi(ρ, β)〈〈xpi, S˜(p)〉, xλ〉.
The double bracket in the right-hand side is of the shape:
〈〈xpi, S˜(p)〉, xλ〉 = −Aλ,pi(p) =
∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN(λ, pi) =
= −
∑
σ,µ∈[s]
(〈xλ, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1σ)[∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN(σ, µ)
](
b1µ+1〈x, p〉a1+1〈p, xpi〉
)
.
Substituting this expression into the previous formula, we obtain just
〈xλ, V∅(p;α, β)〉 = −
∑
µ∈[s]
V∅(p;λ, µ)Vµ(p;α, β),
as claimed.
The computations for Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β) are totally similar. Expanding the defini-
tions, one obtains:
Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β) =
∑
σ,ρ1,...,ρr∈[s]
{ r∏
i′=1
(
b1ν
i′
+1〈x, p〉a1+1〈p, xρi′ 〉
)}×
× [〈xα, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1σ]∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN+1ρ1+···+1ρr (σ, β),
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where α, β, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s]. Taking the bracket 〈xλ,−〉 causes an additional shift by
1∗ in the lower index of u in the right-hand side, resulting in
〈xλ, Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β)〉 = −
∑
pi,σ,ρ1,...,ρr∈[s]
{ r∏
i′=1
(
b1ν
i′
+1〈x, p〉a1+1〈p, xρi′ 〉
)}×
× [〈xα, p〉a1+1〈p, x〉b1+1σ]∑
N
〈x, S˜(p)〉N
N !
uN+1ρ1+···+1ρr+1pi(σ, β)〈〈xpi, S˜(p)〉, xλ〉.
It remains to substitute the expression for the double bracket 〈〈xpi, S˜(p)〉, xλ〉 and
to simplify the result. This yields the second formula claimed. 
Now we can return to the equation Aα,β(p) = −V∅(p;α, β). From the just proved
proposition, it follows, that the brackets 〈pkr , . . . 〈pk2, 〈pk1, Aα,β(p)〉〉 . . . 〉, r ∈ Z>0,
α, β, k1, . . . , kr ∈ [s], can be expressed in terms of V∅(p;α, β) and the higher order
coefficients Vk1,...,kr(p;α, β). For example,
〈xλ2 , 〈xλ1 ,−Aα,β(p)〉〉 = −
∑
µ1∈[s]
{
〈xλ2 , V∅(p;λ1, µ1)〉Vµ1(p;α, β)+
+ V∅(p;λ1, µ1)〈xλ2 , Vµ1(p;α, β)〉
}
= (−1)2
∑
µ1,µ2∈[s]
{
V∅(p;λ2, µ2)Vµ2(p;λ1, µ1)×
× Vµ1(p;α, β) + V∅(p;λ2, µ2)V∅(p;λ1, µ1)Vµ1,µ2(p;α, β)
}
.
One can obtain a generic formula for any r by induction. Extracting the coefficient
corresponding to p0¯, and introducing the notation V
(0)
∅ (α, β) := V∅(p;α, β)|p→0¯ and
V
(0)
ν1,...,νr(α, β) := Vν1,...,νr(p;α, β)|p→0¯, α, β, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0, one obtains:
A
(0)
λ0,µ0,λ1,...,λr
= (−1)r−1
∑
f :{0,...,r}→{0,...,r−1},
06f(j′)6j′−1,
j′=1,...,r
∑
µ1,...,µr∈[s]
r∏
i′=0
V (0)µ
f−1(i′)
(λi′, µi′), (23)
for any r ∈ Z>0, any λ0, µ0, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s], and V (0)µf−1(i′)(λi′, µi′) is understood
as V
(0)
µt1[i′,f ]
,...,µtm[i′,f ]
(λi′, µi′), where {t1[i′, f ] < · · · < tm[i′, f ]} is the coimage of an
element i′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} under the map f . In terms of the coefficients U (0)∅ (j, ω) =
〈pj, xω〉, and U (0)k1,...,kr(j, ω), r > 1, one obtains:
V
(0)
∅ (α, β) =
∑
i,j∈[s]
〈xα, pi〉a1i+1j〈pj, xβ〉,
and
V (0)ν1,...,νr(α, β) =
∑
k1,...,kr∈[s]
( r∏
i′=1
∑
µ,i∈[s]
b1ν
i′
+1µ〈xµ, pi〉a1i+1k
i′
)
×
×
∑
j,l∈[s]
〈xα, pj〉a1j+1lU (0)k1,...,kr(l, β),
for r ∈ Z>0 and α, β, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s].
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In other words, we can link the coefficients A
(0)
α,β,λ1,...,λr
and B
(0)
i,j,k1,...,kr′
(r, r′ ∈ Z>0),
in three steps: 1) express recursively U
(0)
∗ via B
(0)
∗ (see (19) and (20)); 2) express V
(0)
∗
via U
(0)
∗ ; 3) express A
(0)
∗ via V
(0)
∗ . The resulting formulae describing the transition
B
(0)
∗ → A(0)∗ is a noncommutative generalization of the Legendre transformation in
case all braidings qi′,j′ = 1, i
′, j′ = 1, 2, . . . , 2s.
IV. q-commutative units of measurement.
In this section we describe the q-Legendre transformation in a generic case by
introducing the “q-commutative units of measurement”. The symbol q stands for
a 2s × 2s matrix of formal variables qi′,j′ satisfying qi′,i′ = 1, and qi′,j′qj′,i′ = 1,
i′, j′ = 1, 2, . . . , 2s.
In physics, one can not add quantities which have different units of measurements.
One can not add 5 grams with 10 centimetres. At the same time, if we have a
mass M of something, and a length L of something else, then fixing the units of
measurement, say M0 = 1gram and L0 = 1cm, gives an opportunity to consider a
sum M/M0+L/L0. Having in mind this analogy, let us describe the general set-up.
We have a collection p1, p2, . . . , ps, x1, x2, . . . , xs of q-commuting variables
zi′zj′ = qj′,i′zj′zi′ , zk := pk, zs+α := xα,
where i′, j′ ∈ [2s] = {1, 2, . . . , 2s}, k, α ∈ [s] = {1, 2, . . . , s}. DenoteAq the quantum
affine space generated by z1, z2, . . . , z2s.
Next, adjoin to Aq a collection of variables hα,i, α, i ∈ [s], which “behave like”
products xαpi, i.e.
hα,izk′ = qk′,s+αqk′,izk′hα,i, hα,ihβ,j = qs+β,s+αqs+β,iqj,s+αqj,ihβ,jhα,i,
where α, β, i, j ∈ [s], and k′ ∈ [2s]. Denote the resulting quantum affine space A˜q.
For a multi-index N ∈ Zs>0 of length s, N = (N1, N2, . . . , Ns), let us write
pN := pNss . . . p
N1
1 , x
N := xNss . . . x
N1
1 ,
It is convenient to have a notation Q(K,L),(M,N), where K,L,M,N ∈ Zs>0, for the
coefficient defined by
xMpNxKpL = Q(K,L),(M,N)x
KpLxMpN .
Then when we say, that a quantity f “behaves like” xMpN , while a quantity g
“behaves like” xKpL, has just a meaning that fg = Q(K,L),(M,N)gf . Explicitly:
Q(K,L),(M,N) :=
( s∏
β,i=
q
KβNi
s+β,i
)[ s∏
β,α=1
q
KβMα
s+β,s+α
]( s∏
j,i=1
q
LjNi
j,i
)[ s∏
j,α=1
q
−LjMα
j,s+α
]
.
This naturally extends to any multi-indices K,L,M,N ∈ Zs, not necessary in Zs>0,
so it makes sense to speak f “behaves like” xMpN for any M,N ∈ Zs. The quantum
affine space A˜q generated by pi, xα, and hα,i, i, α ∈ [s], is equipped with a bracket
〈−,−〉 : A˜q × A˜q → A˜q defined as a bilinear map by
〈pi, xα〉 = hα,i, 〈xα, pi〉 = −qi,s+αhα,i, 〈pi, pj〉 = 0, 〈xα, xβ〉 = 0,
and
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〈zkr . . . zk1 , zlr′ . . . zl1〉 =
r∑
i′=1
r′∑
j′=1
zkr . . . zˇki′ . . . zk1〈zki′ , zlj′ 〉×
× zlr′ . . . zˇlj′ . . . zl1
( i′−1∏
i′′=1
qi′′,i′
) r′∏
j′′=j′+1
qj′,j′′,
where i, j, α, β ∈ [s], r, r′ ∈ Z>0, k1, . . . , kr, l1, . . . , lr′ ∈ [2s].
The next step is to adjoin to A˜q collections of variables a¯i,j and b¯α,β , i, j, α, β ∈ [s],
which behave like p−(1i+1j) and x−(1α+1β), respectively. Write symbolically
a¯i,j =⇒ p−(1i+1j), b¯α,β =⇒ x−(1α+1β),
to express this fact. In this notation, we already have
pi =⇒ p1i, xα =⇒ x1α , hα,i =⇒ x1αp1i,
for i, α ∈ [s]. So we obtain yet another quantum affine space, denote it Âq, with a
finite number of generators pi, xα, hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β, where i, j, α, β = 1, 2, . . . , s.
Now we need to construct from Âq two other quantum affine spaces, Â(coor )q and
Â(mom)q , this time having infinite numbers of generators each. The first one Â(coor )q
is obtained by adjoining
B¯i,j,k1,k2,...,kr =⇒ p1i+1j+1k1+1k2+···+1kr ,
where r ∈ Z>0, and i, j, k1, k2, . . . kr ∈ [s]. The second one Â(mom)q is totally similar,
and is obtained from Âq by adjoining
A¯α,β,λ1,λ2,...,λr =⇒ x1α+1β+1λ1+1λ2+···+1λr ,
where r ∈ Z>0, and α, β, λ1, λ2, . . . , λr ∈ [s].
Factor out an ideal Iq in Âq generated by relations∑
α,β,i,j∈[s]
〈pl, xα〉b¯α,β〈xβ, pi〉a¯i,j〈pj , xω〉 = 〈pl, xω〉,
∑
α,β,i,j∈[s]
〈xω, pi〉a¯i,j〈pj, xα〉b¯α,β〈xβ, pl〉 = 〈xω, pl〉,
a¯i,j = Q(0¯,−1j),(0¯,−1i)a¯j,i, b¯α,β = Q(−1β ,0¯),(−1α,0¯)b¯β,α,
(24)
where α, β, ω, i, j, l vary over [s] = {1, 2, . . . , s}. Denote the result Bq := Aq/Iq,
and keep the symbols xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j, and b¯α,β , to denote the equivalence classes [xα],
[pi], [hα,i], [a¯i,j ], and [b¯α,β ] in Bq, respectively. Similarly, factor out an ideal I(coor )q
in Â(coor )q , B(coor )q := Â(coor )q /I(coor )q , defined by these relations and the relations
B¯kσ(1),kσ(2),...,kσ(r+2) =
( ∏
16i′<j′6r+2,
σ−1(i′)>σ−1(j′)
qkk′ ,ki′
)
B¯k1,k2,...,kr+2,
for any σ ∈ Sr+2 (the symmetric group on r + 2 symbols), r ∈ Z>0, and the indices
k1, k2, . . . , kr+2 ∈ [s]. In analogy with Â(coor)q , look at Â(mom)q , define an ideal I(mom)q
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by relations (24) (as for the ideal Iq) and the relations
A¯λσ(1),λσ(2),...,λσ(r+2) =
( ∏
16i′<j′6r+2,
σ−1(i′)>σ−1(j′)
qs+λj′ ,s+λi′
)
A¯λ1,λ2,...,λr+2,
where σ ∈ Sr+2, r ∈ Z>0, λ1, λ2, . . . , λr+2 ∈ [s]. Set B(mom)q := Â(mom)q /I(mom)q . We
accept the convention not to write the square brackets for the canonical images of
the generators of Â(coor )q and Â(mom)q in B(coor )q and B(mom)q , respectively.
Let T (coor )q ⊂ B(coor )q be the the subalgebra of B(coor )q formed by all linear combi-
nations of monomials in hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β, and B¯i,j,k1,...,kr (i.e. no generators pi or xα).
Similarly, let T (mom)q ⊂ B(mom)q be the subalgebra spanned over the monomials in
hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β, and A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr (no pi or xα). We suggest to define the q-Legendre
transformation as a map
Lq : T (mom)q → T (coor )q .
Note, the the “direction” above is from “momenta” to “coordinates”, which is dual to
the direction at the classical (commutative) level: the map Lq should be perceived
as an analogue of going from S(x) (classical action as a function of coordinates)
to S˜(p) (classical action as a function of momenta). Essentially, we have already
described the map Lq corresponding to qi′,j′ = 1, i
′, j′ ∈ [2s], in the previous sec-
tion. It is necessary to replace a1i+1j with a¯i,j, b1α+1β with b¯α,β , A
(0)
α,β,λ1,...,λr
with
A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr , and B
(0)
i,j,k1,...,kr
with B¯i,j,k1,...,kr in all the formulae. This defines a map
L1 : T (mom)1 → T (coor )1 , where the index 1 denotes the 2s×2s matrix with the entries
all equal to 1. Moreover, this map is an isomorphism of algebras, such that each
generator hα,i, a¯i,j, A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr ∈ T (mom)q is mapped to a polynomial in generators
hα′,i′, b¯α′,β′, B¯i′,j′,k′1,...,k′r ∈ T
(coor )
q .
Theorem 1. There exists a canonical extension Lq : T (mom)q → T (coor )q of the map
L1 : T (mom)1 → T (coor )1 , analytical in {qi′,j′}i′,j′∈[2s], establishing an algebra isomor-
phism.
Proof. We describe the map Lq explicitly. For that we will need to introduce
what one terms the “q-commutative units of measurement”. They allow to modify
systematically the coefficients in the formulae for L1 in order to produce Lq. Recall,
that we have introduced the algebras with the following generators:
Aq : xα, pi,
A˜q : xα, pi, hα,i,
Âq : xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β,
Â(coor )q : xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β, B¯i,j,k1,...,kr ,
Â(mom)q : xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j, b¯α,β, A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr ,
T (coor )q : hα,i, a¯i,j , b¯α,β , B¯i,j,k1,...,kr ,
T (mom)q : hα,i, a¯i,j , b¯α,β , A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr ,
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where i, j, k1, . . . , kr, α, β, λ1, . . . , λr vary over [s], and r varies over Z>0. One nat-
urally extends the bracket 〈−,−〉 : A˜q × A˜q → A˜q to the algebras Âq, Â(coor)q , and
Â(mom)q , assuming the properties 〈gF1, F2〉 = g〈F1, F2〉 and 〈F1, F2g〉 = 〈F1, F2〉g,
whenever g is one of the generators mentioned which is different from pi or xα
(where (F1, F2) is an arbitrary pair of elements of one of the three algebras men-
tioned). Consider now additional symbols κ1,κ2, . . . ,κs and θ1, θ2, . . . , θs with the
properties
κi =⇒ p−1i, θα =⇒ x−1α ,
for i, α ∈ [s]. Adjoining them to the algebras Â(coor )q and Â(mom)q , and then localizing
with respect to κi, θα (i, α ∈ [s]), we obtain two more algebras:
Â(coor ,ext)q : xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j , b¯α,β , B¯i,j,k1,...,kr , κi, θα, κ−1i , θ−1α ,
Â(mom,ext)q : xα, pi, hα,i, a¯i,j , b¯α,β , A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr , κi, θα κ−1i , θ−1α .
Since in these algebras one has
κipi =⇒ x0¯p0¯, θαxα =⇒ x0¯p0¯,
where i, α ∈ [s], 0¯ = (0, 0, . . . 0) (length s), intuitively, it is natural to perceive the
multiplication by κi as dividing by the “unit of measurement” of the momentum
pi, and the multiplication by θα as dividing by the “unit of measurement” of the
coordinate xα. This time these units are not commutative, but q-commutative.
There are canonical embeddings Â(coor)q ⊂ Â(coor ,ext)q and Â(mom)q ⊂ Â(mom,ext)q , and
one can also find a copy of Â(coor )
1
inside Â(coor ,ext)q , and a copy of Â(mom)1 inside
Â(mom,ext)q . Therefore, if we describe a bijection between the image of Â(coor)q and
the image of Â(coor )
1
on one side, and a bijection between the image of Â(mom)q and
Â(mom)
1
, then a map Â(coor )
1
→ Â(mom)
1
induces a map Â(coor )q → Â(mom)q .
To formalize this, let us first look at the algebra which is obtained from A˜q
(generators pi, xα, and hα,i) by adjoining the elements
bN =⇒ x−N11 . . . x−Nss , aM =⇒ p−M11 . . . p−Mss ,
where N = (N1 . . . , Ns) and M = (M1, . . . ,Ms) are multi-indices varying over Z
s
>0.
Adjoin to it the inverse units of measurements κi and θα, and their inverses κ
−1
i ,
θ−1α , i, α ∈ [s]. Set
p˜i := κipi, x˜α := θαxα,
i, α ∈ [s]. Recall, that we write xN = xNss . . . xN11 , and pM = pMss . . . pM11 for multi-
indices M,N ∈ Zs. For the quantity S(x) = ∑N(xN/N !)bN (where N varies over
arbitrary finite subset of multi-indices from Zs>0), we have S(x) =⇒ x0¯p0¯. If one
wants to perceive it as S(x) =
∑
N(x˜
N/N !)˜bN , then from x˜α =⇒ x0¯p0¯, and from
x˜λr . . . x˜λ1 = θλ1 . . . θλrxλr . . . xλ1 = xλr . . . xλ1θλ1 . . . θλr ,
where r ∈ Z>0, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s], one can see, that it is necessary to put
b˜N := θ
−Ns
s . . . θ
−N1
1 bN ,
for every N ∈ Zs>0. Having in mind S˜(p) =
∑
M(p
M/M !)aM =
∑
M(p˜
M/M !)a˜M , set
by analogy
a˜M := κ
−Ms
s . . .κ
−M1
1 aM ,
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where M ∈ Zs>0. Finally, since for the natural extension of the bracket on A˜q, we
have 〈p˜i, x˜α〉 = 〈κipi, xαθα〉 = κihα,iθα, set
h˜α,i := κihα,iθα,
so that 〈p˜i, x˜α〉 = h˜α,i, i, α ∈ [s]. Since
p˜i, x˜α, h˜α,i, a˜M , b˜N =⇒ x0¯p0¯,
we are now in the situation of the previous section where everything commutes
(q = 1). Replacing the symbols with there analogs carrying the tildes, the result
obtained there can be formulated as follows. To every quantity of the shape〈
x˜λr+2, . . .
〈
x˜λ2 ,
〈
x˜λ1 ,
∑
M
p˜M
M !
a˜M
〉〉
. . .
〉∣∣
p˜→0¯
,
where r ∈ Z>0, one has associated a polynomial in
h˜α,i, b˜1α+1β , a˜1i+1j ,
〈
p˜kr′+2, . . .
〈
p˜k2,
〈
p˜k1,
∑
N
x˜N
N !
b˜N
〉〉〉∣∣
x˜→0¯
,
where i, j, α, β, k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s], r′ ∈ Z>0. If we now go back to the variables
without tildes pi, xα, hα,i, aM , bN , via extracting all the factors κi, θα by bringing
them, say, in front of the sums using the braiding relations, then it will turn out
that these factors can be cancelled out, thus yielding an explicit formula defining Lq
for q generic.
Let us describe the q-modification of the formulae. Define Bk1,k2,...,kr+2, r ∈ Z>0,
and Aλ1,λ2,...,λr′+2, r
′ ∈ Z>0, from
〈
p˜kr+2, . . .
〈
p˜k2,
〈
p˜k1 ,
∑
N
x˜N
N !
b˜N
〉〉
. . .
〉∣∣
x˜→0¯
= κk1κk2 . . .κkr+2Bk1,k2,...,kr+2,
〈
x˜λr′+2, . . .
〈
x˜λ2 ,
〈
x˜λ1 ,
∑
M
p˜M
M !
a˜M
〉〉
. . .
〉∣∣
p˜→0¯
= θλ1θλ2 . . . θλr′+2Aλ1,λ2,...,λr′+2.
Adjoin the symbols uN(α, β) =⇒ x−N+1α+1β , N ∈ Zs>0, α, β ∈ [s], to our algebra
with the generators pi, xα, hα,i, aM , bN (i and α vary over [s], and M and N vary
over Zs>0). Then
〈
p˜kr , . . . ,
〈
p˜k2 ,
〈
p˜k1 ,
∑
α,β∈[s]
〈p˜j , x˜α〉˜b1α+1β
∑
N
x˜N
N !
u˜N(β, ω)
〉〉
. . .
〉∣∣
x˜→0¯
=
= κk1κk2 . . .κkrκjÛk1,k2,...,kr(j, ω)θω,
where Ûk1,k2,...,kr(j, ω) is some expression not containing the inverse units of measure-
ments θ∗, κ∗. We can also consider
∑
α,β∈[s]〈p˜j, x˜α〉˜b1α+1β u˜0¯(β, ω) = κjÛ∅(j, ω)θω,
which, on the other hand, according to the previous section, must be 〈p˜j, x˜ω〉 =
κj〈pj, xω〉θω, so we have just Û∅(j, ω) = 〈pj, xω〉 = hω,j, j, ω ∈ [s]. Now, consider-
ing the equations (20) linking the coefficients B
(0)
∗ and U
(0)
∗ in the previous section,
define recursively:
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U¯k1,k2,...,kr(i, ω) := κ
−1
i κ
−1
kr
. . .κ−1k1
∑
j,l∈[s]
r∑
t=1
∑
σ∈Shr(t)
[
κiκjκkσ(1) . . .κkσ(t)×
× B¯i,j,kσ(1),...,kσ(t)
](
κ
−(1j+1l)a¯j,l
){
κkσ(t+1) . . .κkσ(r)κlU¯kσ(t+1),...,kσ(r)(l, ω)θω
}
θ−1ω (25)
starting from U¯∅(i, ω) := hω,i, where i, ω, k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0, and we denote
Shr(t) := {σ ∈ Sr | σ(1) < · · · < σ(t) and σ(t+1) < · · · < σ(r)}. The factors θω and
θ−1ω cancel out immediately, and if one brings all the coefficients κ∗ in front of the
sums, then they cancel out as well, leaving some coefficients inside the sums, which
are just some products of qi′,j′, i
′, j′ ∈ [2s] stemming from the braidings. Therefore,
all U¯k1,k2,...,kr(i, ω) are just polynomials in variables h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and B¯∗ (we write ∗
instead of blind indices in the subscripts).
For the next step, in accordance with (19), (21), (22), one needs to consider the
“tilded expressions”
V˜∅(p;α, ω)|p˜→0¯ =
∑
i,j,α,β∈[s]
〈x˜α, p˜i〉a˜1i+1j
{
〈p˜j, x˜α〉˜b1α+1β
∑
N
x˜N
N !
u˜N(β, ω)
∣∣∣
x˜→0¯
}
,
and
V˜ν1,...,νr(p˜;α, ω)|p˜→0¯ =
∑
k1,...,kr∈[s]
( r∏
i′=1
∑
β,i∈[s]
b˜1ν
i′
+1β〈x˜β, p˜i〉a˜1i+1k
i′
) ∑
j,l∈[s]
〈x˜α, p˜j〉×
× a˜1j+1l
{
〈p˜kr , . . . , 〈p˜k2, 〈p˜k1,
∑
σ,ρ∈[s]
〈p˜l, x˜σ 〉˜b1σ+1ρ
∑
N
x˜N
N !
u˜N(ρ, ω)〉〉 . . . 〉
∣∣∣
x˜→0¯
}
,
for every α, ω, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s], and every r ∈ Z>0. One can see, that
V˜∅(p;α, ω)|p˜→0¯ = θαV̂∅(α, β)θω,
V˜ν1,...,νr(p;α, ω)|p˜→0¯ = θν1 . . . θνrθαV̂ν1,...,νr(α, ω)θω
where V̂∅(α, ω) and V̂ν1,...,νr(α, ω) are expressions not containing κi, θα, i, α ∈ [s]. In
fact, V̂∅(α, ω) =
∑
i,j∈[s]〈xα, pi〉a1i+1j〈pj, xω〉. The expressions in the curly brackets
have already been analysed above. Therefore, one defines
V¯∅(α, ω) := θ
−1
α
∑
α,β,i,j∈[s]
(
θα〈xα, pi〉κi
)[
κ
−(1i+1j)a¯i,j
]{
κjU¯∅(j, ω)θω
}
θ−1ω , (26)
and
V¯ν1,...,νr(α, ω) := θ
−1
α θ
−1
νr . . . θ
−1
ν1
∑
k1,...,kr∈[s]
[ r∏
i′=1
∑
β,i∈[s]
(
θ−(1νi′+1β)b¯νi′ ,β
)
×
×
[
θ−1β 〈xβ, pi〉κ−1i
]{
κ
−(1i+1k
i′
)a¯i,ki′
}]{ ∑
j,l∈[s]
(
θα〈xα, pj〉κj
)
×
×
[
κ
−(1j+1l)a¯j,l
]
κk1 . . .κkrκlU¯k1,...,kr(l, ω)θω
}
θ−1ω , (27)
for α, ω, ν1, . . . , νr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0. After concentrating all θ∗ and κ∗ in front of the
sums, these generators cancel out (leaving a sum of terms having the same “units
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of measurement”). Evaluating the brackets 〈pi, xα〉 and 〈xα, pi〉, i, α,∈ [s], and
expressing the coefficients U¯∅(j, ω) and U¯k1,...,kr(l, ω) as described in (25), we can
claim that V¯∅(α, ω) and V¯ν1,...,νr(α, ω) are just some polynomials in h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and
B¯∗ with coefficients given by products of the braiding coefficients qi′,j′, i
′, j′ ∈ [2s].
To make the third step, in analogy with (23), we need to consider the tilded
expression
〈
x˜λr , . . .
〈
x˜λ1 ,
〈
x˜µ0 ,
〈
x˜λ0 ,
∑
M
p˜M
M !
a˜M
〉〉〉
. . .
〉∣∣
p˜→0¯
=
= (−1)r−1
∑
f :{0,...,r}→{0,...,r−1},
06f(j′)6j′−1,
j′=1,...,r
∑
µ1,...,µr∈[s]
r∏
i′=0
V˜µ
f−1(i′)
(p˜;λi′, µi′)|p˜→0¯,
where λ0, µ0, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0. The notation V˜µ
f−1(i′)
(p˜;λi′, µi′) in the right-
hand side is as follows. Let the set f−1(i′) (where i′ = 1, 2, . . . , r) be written as
f−1(i′) =
{
(f−1(i′))1 < (f
−1(i′))2 < · · · < (f−1(i′))|f−1(i′)|
}
,
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. We put
V˜µ
f−1(i′)
(p˜;λi′, µi′) := V˜µ(f−1(i′))1 ,...,µ(f−1(i′))|f−1(i′)|
(p˜;λi′, µi′).
Therefore, we define:
A#λ0,µ0,λ1,...,λr := θ
−1
λr
. . . θ−1λ1 θ
−1
µ0
θ−1λ0
{
(−1)r−1
∑
f :{0,...,r}→{0,...,r−1},
06f(j′)6j′−1,
j′=1,...,r
∑
µ1,...,µr∈[s]
×
×
r∏
i′=0
[
θµ(f−1(i′))1
. . . θµ(f−1(i′))
|f−1(i′)|
θλi′ V¯µ(f−1(i′))1 ,...,(f
−1(i′))|f−1(i′)|
(λi′ , µi′)θµi′
]}
, (28)
for λ0, µ0, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0. After bringing all θ∗ to the left in front of
the summation, one observes, that they cancel out leaving in the right-hand side a
polynomial with respect to V¯∗. Its coefficients are just some products of the braiding
coefficients forming the 2s× 2s matrix q. Since V¯∗ are some polynomials in h∗, a¯∗,
b¯∗, and B¯∗, these quantities can also be perceived as polynomials in h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and
B¯∗. The coefficients are some polynomials in the entries of the matrix q. In remains
tho mention, that in the algebra T (coor )q , which is generated by h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and B¯∗,
the quantities A#∗ satisfy just the same commutation relations (i.e. have the same
braidings), as the quantities A¯∗ in the algebra T (mom)q , which is generated by h∗, a¯∗,
b¯∗, and A¯∗. Therefore, define Lq : T (mom)q → T (coor )q on the generators as
hα,i 7→ hα,i, a¯i,j 7→ a¯i,j , b¯α,β 7→ b¯α,β, A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr 7→ A#α,β,λ1,...,λr , (29)
for every α, β, i, j, λ1, . . . , λr ∈ [s], r ∈ Z>0, and extend it uniquely to an algebra
isomorphism. 
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To summarize, one starts with an affine quantum space Aq with generators pi, xα,
i, α ∈ [s]. After that it is necessary to consider symbols with the braiding behaviour
hα,i =⇒ x1αp1i, a¯i,j =⇒ x−(1i+1j), b¯α,β =⇒ p−(1α+1β),
A¯α,β,λ1,...,λr =⇒ x1α+1β+1λ1+···+1λr , B¯i,j,k1,...,kr =⇒ p1i+1j+1k1+···+1kr .
Imposing the relations mentioned above, one defines an algebra T (coor )q generated by
h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and B¯∗, and and algebra T (mom)q generated by h∗, a¯∗, b¯∗, and A¯∗.
Definition 1. The algebra isomorphism Lq : T (coor )q ∼→ T (mom)q constructed in the
proof of the theorem (formulae (25), (26), (27), (28), (29)), is called a q-Legendre
transformation (in a point).
The formulae defining the inverse isomorphism are constructed in a totally similar
way and define the inverse q-Legendre transformation (in a point).
V. Discussion.
Let us now go back to the analogy between the semiclassical quantum mechanics
and the quasithermodynamic statistical physics discussed in the introduction. This
paper is a natural continuation of [1]. It is important to stress, that in order to con-
struct a reasonable q-analogue of a classical theory (mechanics or thermodynamics),
it is not enough just to apply the q-analysis (replacing derivatives with q-derivatives,
factorials with q-factorials, etc.). It is necessary to introduce the Planck-Boltzmann
constants ~→ 0 or kB → 0 into the theory first. The paper [1] is focused on ~→ 0,
and starts with an investigation of a q-analogue of the Weyl quantization map in
quantum mechanics. In the non-q-deformed case this is just a symmetrization map
linking the classical coordinates x and momenta p, with the quantized coordinates
and momenta x̂ and p̂. Trying to construct a reasonable q-analogue of such sym-
metrization map in case q is a 2s × 2s matrix of formal variables (2) defining the
braidings (3) on the phase space (where s is the number of degrees of freedom), one
realizes that the Planck constant ~ should acquire indices, ~→ ~i,j, i, j ∈ [2s], and
should have same commutation properties as the q-commutator
[ẑi, ẑj ]q := ẑiẑj − qj,iẑj ẑi,
where ẑi = p̂i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , s, and ẑi = x̂i−s, for i = s+ 1, s+ 2, . . . , 2s. This is a
part of a more general construction which we term the bracketing algebra (or, also
the epoche´ algebra). One can introduce “higher order” Planck constants
~(i,j),k, ~i,(j,k), ~((i,j),k),l, ~(i,(j,k)),l, ~i,((j,k),l), ~i,(j,(k,l)), ~(i,j),(k,l), etc.
where i, j, k, l ∈ [2s], which behave like the corresponding q-commutators con-
structed from the “Planck constants” of the lower orders. More precisely, one obtains
an algebra with an infinite number of generators ~Γ indexed by leaf-labelled planar
binary trees Γ, satisfying the relations
~Γ~Γ′ − qΓ′,Γ~Γ′~Γ = ~Γ′∨Γ,
for any Γ, Γ′, where qΓ′,Γ is a certain naturally defined product of qi,j , and Γ
′ ∨ Γ
denotes the concatenation of trees (Γ′ becomes the left branch, Γ becomes the right
branch). The set of labels of the leaves is just the symbols {p¯1, . . . , p¯s, x¯1, . . . , x¯s}
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corresponding to the classical coordinates and momenta. There are also some con-
ditions generalizing ~i,j = −q−1j,i ~j,i, related to the symmetry of a tree Γ, for details
refer to [1]. The generators ~Γ corresponding to the labelled trees with just one leaf
are identified with the “quantized” coordinates and momenta. Therefore, the higher
order generators ~Γ are just as good for the role of dynamical quantities, as x∗ and
p∗. Intuitively, the quantization of the Planck constant ~ consists in replacing
~→ {~Γ}Γ = {~i, ~i,j, ~(i,j),k, ~(i,j),(k,l), . . . } (30)
It is quite remarkable to observe, that even in the limit q → 1, where 1 is a 2s×2s
matrix with all entries equal to 1, one still has an infinite collection of generators.
This picture is similar to what sometimes happens in quantum statistical physics.
Instead of considering the standard creation and annihilation operators ψ±(x), where
x varies over the 1-particle configuration space, one may wish to split the particles
in pairs, triples, and so forth, and to consider formally this subsets as new particles.
This is sometimes termed (due to V. P. Maslov [8]) the “ultrasecond” quantization,
and it can be useful even for a system containing only one sort of identical particles
(e.g., one can think of the Cooper pairs of electrons in the theory of low-temperature
superconductivity). In other words, one works in terms of different kinds of creation-
annihilations operators ψ±(x), ψ±(x, x′), ψ±(x, x′, x′′), etc.,
ψ±(x)→ {ψ±(x), ψ±(x, x′), ψ±(x, x′, x′′), . . . }, (31)
where x is a point of the 1-particle configuration space, (x, x′) is a point of the
2-particle configuration space, (x, x′, x′′) is a point of the 3-particle configuration
space, etc. At the same time, the generators ~Γ are indexed not by finite sequences
of elements in {p¯1, . . . , p¯s, x¯1, . . . , x¯s}, but by the canonical basis of the free Lie al-
gebra generated by {p¯1, . . . , p¯s, x¯1, . . . , x¯s}. The commutation relations are similar
to the canonical commutation relations in the Weyl algebra, but are not completely
the same. One obtains an infinite chain of relations involving higher and higher
orders of generators ~Γ (i.e. bigger and bigger trees Γ). It can be perceived as a
collection of relations, describing a deformation of a deformation of a deformation ...
(infinite number of times) of the canonical commutation relations. It is quite inter-
esting to mention in this connection the work of M. Kapranov [9], where he defines
“fat” non-commutative manifolds and considers a filtration on a non-commutative
algebra given by the commutators in order to define a kind of “non-commutative
neighbourhood” of an algebraic variety.
It is worth to point out, that instead of the “ultrasecond” quantization it is
possible to consider just the “ultra” quantization, replacing the quantum mechanical
creation-annihilation operators a±i , i ∈ [s] = {1, 2, . . . , s} (s is the number of classical
degrees of freedom), with
a±i → {a±i , a±i,i′, a±i,i′,i′′ , . . . }, (32)
where i ∈ [s], (i, i′) ∈ [s]× [s], (i, i′, i′′) ∈ [s]× [s]× [s], etc. In this context, one can
perceive the “ultrasecond” quantization as the second “ultra” quantization.
If one looks at the analogy between the semiclassical (~→ 0) wave functions [10],
and the quasitermodynamical (kB → 0) partition functions [11, 12], it is natural to
expect that it is of interest to replace the Boltzmann constant kB with an infinite
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collection of generators of the epoche´ algebra,
kB → {(kB)Γ}Γ = {(kB)i, (kB)i,j, (kB)(i,j),k, (kB)(i,j),(k,l), . . . }, (33)
where Γ varies over the set of all finite leaf-labelled planar binary trees, and the
labelling set is just the set of symbols denoting the thermodynamic quantities. For
the two-dimensional thermodynamic system, this set is {T¯ , S¯, p¯, V¯ } (temperature,
entropy, pressure, volume). The generators (kB)i corresponding to the trees with
only one leaf are associated to the thermodynamic quantities themselves (for the
two-dimensional thermodynamic system, this is temperature T , entropy S, pressure
p, volume V ). Note, that the q-deformation of thermodynamics that exists in the
physics literature, is usually aimed at investigating the so-called non-extensive Tsal-
lis entropy [13, 14] (the latter seems to be quite useful also in economics). What
we obtain is a little different, since, for example, the q-Legendre transformation de-
scribed in the present paper, in our opinion, is most naturally perceived precisely
in terms of the truncation of the thermodynamic epoche´ algebra at trees with two
leaves (we restrict ourselves to the generators (kB)i and (kB)i,j).
As already mentioned, taking the limit q → 1 for the mechanical epoche´ algebra,
does not bring one back immediately to classical mechanics. This fact, actually,
modifies one’s understanding of what the mechanical classical limit should be. One
needs to consider a central extension of the epoche´ algebra,
~Γ~Γ′ − qΓ′,Γ~Γ′~Γ = ηmech~Γ′∨Γ,
where ηmech is a central generator. The classical limit consists in specializing q → 1
and going to the associated graded with respect to the ηmech-adic filtration. The
usual classical mechanical quantities fall in degree zero, and the higher degrees con-
tain the semiclassical “corrections”. The same happens with the thermodynamic
epoche´ algebra. Going from the statistical physics of equilibrium states to the phe-
nomenological thermodynamics is implemented by considering a central extension
of the thermodynamic epoche´ algebra,
(kB)Γ(kB)Γ′ − qΓ′,Γ(kB)Γ′(kB)Γ = ηthermo(kB)Γ′∨Γ,
where ηthermo is a central generator. The thermodynamic limit consists in specializing
q → 1 and taking the associated graded with respect to the ηthermo-adic filtration.
The phenomenological thermodynamics corresponds to the degree zero component,
and the higher degrees contain the quasithermodynamic “fluctuations”. Note, that
implicitly the step of going to the associated graded is already present in the “ultra”
quantization picture (31), (32).
Essentially, what is suggested in [1] and the present paper, is that one should
“blow up” the Planck constant ~ and the Boltzmann constant kB, replacing them
with the generators of the epoche´ algebras (30) and (33). Hopefully, this blowing up
of the Planck-Boltzmann constants into an infinite number of pieces does not leave
the quantum statistical physics in ruins.
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